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TODAY:
Partly
;
sunny and
warmer,
' - - - - -- - J High; 60s
SATURDAY: Showers
possible, High: 60 to 65
SUNDAY: Showers possible, High: 60 to 65
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Source: National Weather Service

. The Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
Lo r i Dial, registration supervisor in the
Admissions
Office, was
elected to the
Board of Regents Friday. She
will serve a three year term.

Seepage

7

OpEd
Brian Henson,
senior from
Mayfield, writes
that Tiger
Woods' victory
L--=..i..__~ at The Masters
was more than just a w in for
one young man; it was a victory for all humanity.

Seepage
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Ou r V?orld
Poor reading
abilities and
reading disabilities pose problems for many
..,_..,=_;;::=::a...,.,-.,.
..... In society
~~!t:Jj;t; today. Either

-.--...-.. can make a student feel against
all odds.

Seepage
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Finances force closings
•Food Services: Pony Express required for the remainder of the year,
and Long John Silver's will both it was discovered income would be substantially less than planned.
be closed after today.
"To make any impression, we have to
BY jENNIFER POTTER
ASSISTANT (OUEGE LIFE EDITOR

Although changes in campus food services were raised earlier this year, more
dramatic changes than previously
expected are in store.
Bill Benriter, director of Food Services, announced that when Pony
Express in White College and Long
John Silver's in the Curris Center close
for business today, it will be for the rest
of the semester. Neither is expected to
reopen in the fall.
Pony Express will close because of a
financial crunch, Benriter said.
"We (Food Services) are a self-operating operation," he said. "We pay our own
bills and receive no University help."
As auxiliary services, the eating
establishments on campus operate on
budgets dictated by profit margins. Benriter said when they figured the costs

save in commodities and student labor,"
he said. "Therefore the closings were
necessary."
Benriter said most mid-sized schools
operate five or fewer eating establishments. Murray State runs eight.
"We just can't fund the cost," he said.
"We've tried to be too much to too many
people."
Long John Silvers was already scheduled to close May 10, but because of t he
financial problems, it had to be closed
earlier.
Benriter said they hope to have another franchise in place by next fall. So far,
the University has spoken to Stone
Willie's Pizza, Taco Bell, Chic-fil-a and
White Castle about opening a branch in
the Curris Center.
Food Services is also making some
behind-the-scenes cutbacks to combat
the budgetary shortage.
Benriter said they will not fill vacated

Governor
backs off
timetable

Seth Dixon/Staff
Holly Bisho p, freshman from Live rmore, waits for customers Wednesday in Po ny
Expre ss. The food sto re in White College will dose after today.

employee positions and will delay maintenance on equipment.
"I would rather not do it now, but we
have no choice," he said. "My concern is
for our student customers."
One of those students, Tami Slusser,

senior from Fredonia, is upset over the
changes, especially the closing of Pony
Express since she lives in White College.
Please see PONY EXPRESS/16

Grand

Getting vertical

•
JU~y

indicts.
student

•Higher Education: Gov. Paul Patton is
making concessions in his higher education plans. Some legislators say, however,
the compromise is not enough.

•Courts: Benjamin Freitag, junior from Madisonville, will face an
arraignment hearing April
25 on charges of rape.

BY AMY PONDER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

With Alumni
Weekend this
Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, The

tr..'!llllifJ•~ Murray State
News takes a
look at the way thlngs were
for students at Murray State
University.
Seepage
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Sports
Jeff Norvell, first baseman
for the Murray State Thoroughbreds, hit a game-winning RBI in the bottom of
the ninth inning to lift the
'Breds to a 6-S victory over
the Eastern Illinois Panthers
Sunday at Reagan Field.
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BY jAKf BURGESS
AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Gov. Patton tried to move toward a cease fire
on the higher education battlefield this week
when he offered to compromise details of his
plan to combine community colleges and state
technical schools.
The governor's concessions would allow students currently enrolled in the community college program to complete their degrees under
the UK umbrella. In addition, Patton will now
propose that the community college system and
technical schools be merged in 1998, a year later
than originally projected.
Rep. Kathy Hogancamp, R-Paducah, predicts
that students will see the Governor's compromise as "too little too late."
"fm glad Gov. Patton has finally researched
the reality of the accreditation process," Hogancamp said. "When students entered PCC (Paducah Community College) they were basically
granted a contract that they would be graduating from a UK-affiliated program."
Rep. Freed Curd, D-Murray and Chair of the
Education Committee, says the "UK stigma" is a
misconception.
"The student from Hopkinsville Community
College is not getting a UK degree," he said.
Please see EDUCATION/16

Chris Weatherly/Staff

Flashing back to the 1980s, justin Patton, a senior from Evansville , In d.,
works on some of his free-style bike tricks in fro nt of the W aterfie ld
Library. This move is called a che rry picke r.

•

Forum debates alcohol 1n Murray
•WetJDry: Sides offer pros and cons
about legalized alcohol sales in Murray during a forum sponsored by the
Student Law Association.

"What you are trying
to do is impose your
morality on me."
-JOHN CROFTON, PROFESSOR OF
Pl-lYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

BY SARAH WIGHT
COLLEGE LIFE EOITOR

Opposing sides clashed at the Student
Law Association Wet/Dry Forum Tuesday
night.
The forum featured three speakers, each
of whom addressed different areas of the
issue.
Alcohol verses Christian beliefs was
addressed by Chris Owens. Student Law
Association vice pres1dent,
Donald Colson, Student Law Association
secretary, presented information on the
necessary AtepR that must be tak~ before

Murray could hold a wetJdry vote.
B.J. Early, Student Law Association
president, concluded the presentations by
refuting the most common reasons given
by the opposition to making Calloway
County wet..
The floor was then opened up for comments. Within minutes tension could be
felt among the diverse group of approximately 35 people scattered around the
auditorium.
- Among the points disputed was Early's

t

"

:!---

claim that Murray was losing a great deal
of money from the absence of revenue from
alcohol sales. Early cited Russellville as an
example for his argument.
According to his figures, Russellville
receives $90,000 a year from tax on alcohol
sales. Eal'ly said this money bas allowed
the town to hire four police officers, two
street department workers and two part·
time park's department workers.
Joe Chaney, Student Law Association
advisor, was quick to refute criticism of
these figures by a member of the audience.
He said when the issue was last voted
on, research done by those who were
opposed to Calloway County going wet
found that Calloway County lost $13 million annually from the absence of revenue
from alcohol sales and the figures by those
Please see FORUM/16

A Grand Jury indicted Benjamin R. Freitag, junior from
Madisonville, April 11 on
charges of rape, stemming
from two alleged attacks of a
female student in late January
and early February.
The arraignment bearing
will be held April 25 in Calloway County District Coutt at
11 a.m. with District Court
Judge Leslie Furches presiding.
Freitag was arrested on
April 1, by public .safety on
assault in the fourth degree,
rape in the first degree and
stalking in the second degree.
The state feels it has a strong
case against the defendant.
"I think the case is fine," said
Elah Copper, assistant Com~
monwealth Attorney.
However, Freitag's attorney
disagrees.
"It is a very weak case," said
Mark Blankenship. 'Vfhere is
no collaborating or.cooperative
evidence besides the word of
the victim."
The female student reported
in January that she had been
receiving "sexually suggestive
and intimidating remarks,"
from Chris Wiley, the student
who she believes is Freitag,
who she had gone on date with
the semester before. She
reported the calls to Public
Safety on Jan. 18 and then
later that night she was
allegedly attacked in the Special Education Parking lot.
She claims to have been
raped on Feb. 1 by the same
assailant.
Blankenship said Freitag
will enter a plea of innocent in
the indictment.
He also said that the defense
has started its own investigation into the case.
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Banking seminar
set for April 25
"Focus on Commerce
and Banking," an annual
dinner seminar sponsored
by the Center for Banking
and Finance in association
with the department of
economics and finance and
the college of business and
public affairs at MSU is
scheduled for April 25 at
6:30 p.m. at the convention center of Kentucky
Dam Village.
The cost per individual is
$22.50 or a table of eight
for $160. To reserve a
spot at the dinner seminar,
send your name, business
name, address and daytime
phone number to Charles
Maxwell, Murray State
University, Department of
Economics and Finance,
P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-4278 or fax to 7623482 or call for more
information at 762-4278.

-TVA: Tennessee Valley
Authority
Chairman
'Craven Crowell told area
congressmen he is willing
to support federal funding of TVA, reversing his
earlier position.
BY

C.O. BRADLEY

NEWS EOJTOR

It seems the Tennessee Valley Authority funding drama
has taken another weird tum.
In a meeting the with the
TVA Congressional caucus on
Tuesday, TVA Chairman
Cr aven Crowell told the lawmakers he would support con-

tinued fe der al fu nding of
TVA's non-power programs,
including the Land Between
the Lakes, if a funding plan
can be agreed upon.
Crowell pr oposed ending
TVA's $106 million annual federal funding after fiscal year
1998 and transferring the
agency's non-power programs
to other agencies. The plan at
that time came as a surprise to
lawmakers in the region, as
Crowell told them nothing
before making the plan public.
Until this week, Crowell had
not met with them since he
announced the proposal.
"None of us knew what you
were going to propose," said

The Kentucky High
School Association will
host a three-day rodeo
featuring high school contestants at the West Kentucky Exposition Center
today through Sunday. Performances will be held at
7:30 tonight and Saturday
and 2 p.m. on Sunday.
Tickets are available at
the door and cost $6 for
adults, $4 for students age
six and above. Children
under six free are admitted free.

Historian to speak
Dr. James Klotter, noted
Kentucky histc:>rian, will
speak at MSU at 7:30 p.m.
on April 24 in the Pogue
library Reading Room as
part of a new series on
Kentucky history and culture. The lecture is free
and open to the public.
Klotter will be available
to sign his books and
copies will be available for
sale. For more information, call Duane Bolin at
762-6578.

Compiled by Katie Thomas,
staff.

Rep. Bob Clement, D-Tenn ., a
former TVA director, according
to an Associated Press article.
"You've put us in a serious,
serious position."
Other Congressmen in the
caucus suggested TVA's threemember board be enlarged to
provide greater accountability,
and Crowell was asked to consider funding the non-power
activities with part of TVA's $4
billion in retained earnings.
The first subcommittee votes
on t he propos al and TVA's
funding for n ext year ar e
expected in May.
"We're at risk ," said Rep.
Zack Wamp, R-Tenn., according to the same article,

because a n amendment to
eliminate all TVA non-power
funding as of Oct. 1 is being
prepared with bipartisan support on the appropri~tions
panel. Wamp is chairman of
the TVA caucus and a member
of the House a ppropriations
commit tee.
Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky. and
the Congressman from Murr ay's district, expressed displeasure with the continued
developments.
"Congress h as been paticularly unha ppy with Chairman
Crowell taking unilafer a l
action on LBL," Whitfield said.
"The Congress will have to
decide wh at will be done.''

TVA tlmellne
Jan 20 TVA Chairman
.
Craven Crowell announces
proposal to end federal funding
for TV A's non-power entitles.
Jan 24 Rep. Ed Whitfield, A·

Ky., announces congressional
hearings on the issue to be
held at MSU March 1.
Mar 1 Hearings are cancelled
due to inclement weather; as
yet, they are not rescheduled. ·
April15 In a meeting with
area congressmen, CroweD
said he Is not averse to continued federal funding for TVA.
May First scheduled subcom·
mittee votes on the propOSal.
C.D. Bradley/News Editor

Professor dies after
prolonged· illness
Keri Lynn Coburn from
Waverly. "I'm mad because
celebrities can get transplants
in a heartbeat, but a fantastic
t eacher h as to wait and
because of the waiting, we lost
Bv )OHN K. MOORE
her."
STAFF WRITER
"I became an organ donor for
t
his
reason and hopefully I will
Dedicated, gw mg, and con- ....... . -........OL..oA--'
save
a good teacher's life," sh e
scien t ious were frequently she was clearly very ill," said
added.
used to describe Beth Jones, Bonnie Higginson , chairman
Survivors include her mothassociate professor of elemen- of t he de partment of elemen- er, Agnes Elizabeth (Garrigan )
tary and secondary education. tary and secondary education
J ones, of Woodla nd Mills,
Dur ing her three years at
Tenn.; one aunt, two uncles,
"Dr.
Jones'
warm
personality
Murray State, Jones touched
and several cousins.
the lives of education s tudents, a nd good spirit a bout life
Funeral services will be held
faculty, and everyone she met. h elped h er to su cceed and at 10:30 a.m. Friday, at the
Helen Elizabeth Jones, 40, of teach oth ers to do the same," White and Ransom Funeral
Woodland Mills, Tenn . died said Frank Nichols, an educa- Home in Union City, Tenn .
Tuesday, April 15, at William tion major from Eddyville. "I
A candlelight memorial ser F. Bowld Hospital, in Mem- cannot help but think that God vice will be held Tuesday1lisht
phis, after a long illness.
has recruited a perfect angeJ.• at 7:30 behind Pogue Library
"Beth was one of th e most
"The though t that she would in the Quadrangle. In case of
dedicated teach ers I've ever still be with us if she had rain, the service will be held in
known. She continued teach- received a liver tr ansplant Room 341 of the Special Eduing until a month ago when gives me mixed feelings," said cation Building.

•Faculty: Murray State
education professor Beth
Jones, dies following a
lengthy illness.

Chris Weatherly/Stalf
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Expo Center hosts
high school rodeo

April 18, 1997

TVA proposal surprising

Gottfried shows
scrapbook tips
Elizabeth Gottfried will
demonstrate fast and easy
creative techniques that
will show how to enhance
photo memorabilia displays and personalize and
preserve family albums
with modern, photo-safe
materials.
Sessions will be taught in
room 221 of the Collins
Center for Industry and
Technology Tuesday, April
26, from I to 6 p.m. The
fee to enter the course in
$40. This fee includes a
photo-safe scrapbook, a
package of adhesives and a
non-fade marker. For
more information or to
register, call 762-3662.

The Murray State News

Morris Dees takes charge In Monday nlahts speech when a
member of the audience disrupts his question and answer period. The audie nce me m ber subsequendy left t he meeting.

Dees' methods
lac~ opposition
"We had no problem with
the content of his s peech ,"
Langston said. "He m ainly
talked about hate-crim es. But
he convicted Metzger by circling
the
Con stitut ion
through a civil suit. He could
have done the same thing in
an abortion case. We are con BY HARRY RO WEN BASH
cerned about h ow he convictREPORTER
ed Metzger and how he profits off these cases."
While approaching the
Dees touched on m any
industry and technology
issues t hroughout h is speech ,
building to hear Morris Dces,
the lawyer known for bank- such as The 1996 Olympic
park bombing, the Oklahoma
rupting the Klu Klux Klan in
City
bombing and th e O.J.
t he 1980s, visitors were given
Simpson
case. T hese issues
negative flyers about Dees.
were
either
racially motivatAt t he beginning of the
speech, Dees mentioned the ed or divided the country by
men passing out the flyers by race. .
During the question and
saying, ''We may have bankanswer
session, Dees was
rupted the Klan, but I see
asked
the
question, ''What is
some of their members have
the
difl'erence
between what
arrived to pass out some of
you do and McCarthyism?"
their pamphlets."
While responding that the
"None of the men passing
SPLC
does not make allegaout liter ature are a part of the
tions,
it
takes people to court,
Klu Klux Klan," said David
Langston , one man who a man stood up and said that
passed out flyers. "The prob- he had written the question
lem we have with Dees is and that Dees actions wer e
the same as ·McCarthyism.
business oriented.''
Dees
responded and the man
Dees, chief trial attorney for
th e South ern Poverty Law walked out in protest.
The message Dees sent durCenter, is known for banking
the speech was one of tolrupting the Klu Klux Klan in
erance.
He mentioned that
a series of historic lawsuits.
there
are
divisions in our sociHis most famous case is one
in wh ich he sued Tom Met- ety concet'"lling race, gender,
zger, head of the White Aryan and political affiliation. He
Resistance, in a Civil Law said that through his experiSuit for $12.5 million and ences he has learned tha t
people have more in common
won.
David Langston is a mem- than they realize.
Dees presented by saying
ber of the .John Bir·ch Society,
an organization focu ses its he would defend the men who
actions on the Constitution. passed out flyers in court if
they were told not to pass out
Altho ug~ they dispuled some
of Dees' activities. they were flyers because that is a violanot against the subject of his tion of the First Amendment
to the Constitution.
discussion.

Beth jones:

Described by
her department
head, Bonnie
Higginson, as
''one of the
most dedicated
teachers I've
ever known,"

.

Done deal

•Speaker : Lawyer Mor·
ris Dees' speech on cam·
pus Monday night was
disrupted by protesters
who disagree with some
of his past legal maneuvers,

Seth D1xon/Staff

Derek Somerville (left). outgoing Student Government Association president, shakes
hands with Todd Earwood. the new SGA president. Earwood took office on Wednesday.

Crime up as semester ends
that big paper finished or cramming for the test coming up,
they often leave valuables unattended.
According to Associate Director of Public Safety Joe Green,
the number of reported thefts
Bv BRIAN HENSON
usually goes up during t his time
STAFF W RITER
of year.
"In particular areas such as
During the last few weeks of
the
Curris Center, Winslow and
the school year, most Murray
the
Library (are where ·t he
State students will have many
differe nt things demanding thefts occur most)," he said.
Green added that the primary
their attention and time.
Research papers, class projects, targets for theft are book bags,
finals, and summer plans are books and papers because stujust some of the things people dents are concentrating on tests
find occupying their minds when and classes instead of watching
their things.
April and May roll around.
Clay Goins, junior from Soddy
However, one thing that
Tenn., became a
Chattanooga,
seems to become less of a concern of students is protection of victim at the end of last year
their personal property. While when his book bag was stolen
people concentrate on getting from a coat rack while he was in

•Crime: Public Safety
warns students to be careful as the crime rate
increases near the end of
the school year.

Hart Deli.
"If you don't watch your stuff,
it's as good as stolen," Gi>ins
said.
Green also satd many things
are stolen wh1 le students are
moving out of the residential
colleges at the end of t he year.
Refriger ators, bicycles and
clothing are among the most
widely reported stolen items.
Green suggests not leaving
items unattended while moving
out and keeping doors locked
while not in the room to cut
down on year-end crime. He also
says to watch for people loitering in the halls who don't appear
to be moving out and to look out
for other peoples' property to
make sure nothing is stolen.
"Be conscious of what's going
on around you and maybe we'll
have a happy summer," he said. •
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PoliceBeat

Four injured in wreck

April 10
.
...
8:06a.m. Vandalism was reported in Ordway Hall to room numbe~ ·
signs.
3:13 p.m. Nathan Richey reported the theft of his $1,800 Trek-8500
bike from behind the Business Building area. The bike was chained.
but the chain had been cut. The bike Is described as being dust gold
in color with burgundy writing and burgundy seat .
4:24p.m. Two vehicles were towed for blocking the fire lane In front of Blackburn Science Building,
6:06p.m. Complaint on skateboarders at the Industry and Technolo- ·
gy Building.
I ,•

Aprll11
3:46 a.m. False fire alarm reported at Elizabeth College
5:00 p.m. Complaint of skateboarders reported at Industrial and
Technology Building.
8:10p.m. Auto accident reported at the Curris Center parking lot. No.
injuries reported.
8:51 p.m. Complaint of skateboarders at the Curris Center.
,
10:29 p.m. Report of a hit and a run accident at Springer College'"'
parking lot. No injuries reported.
,.~
Aprll12
7:07 a.m. Someone cooking at Clark College caused the fire alarm to
be activated.
12:47 p.m. Auto accident reported south of Public Safety Building. No
injuries reported.
12:50 p.m. Auto accident reported by Winslow Dining Hall. No injuries
reported.
Aprll13
4:49 a.m. Noise complaint reported at the 400 block of College
Courts.
5:19 a.m. Noise complaint reported at the 400 block of College
Courts.
1 :56 p.m. A student in Richmond College made a complaint of
harassment by another student.
Aprll14
2:07 a.m. Resident at Regents College requested an officer to talk to •
about being harassed.

A two vehicle accident on I Sth and
Main streets resulted In minor
injuries to four people Wednesday
night according to the Murray Pollee
Department. A I 99 I Chevrolet
Lumina driven by Patricia Nelson
pulled out from I Sth Street and ran
into the path of a 1984 Chevrolet
Corvette driven by james Morgan, Jr.
The Murray Fire Department and
Murray-Callaway
Ambulance
responded to scene to treat injuries
to Nelson and her passenger Anne
Michael as well as Morgan and his
passenger john Farmer.

Aprll15
3:27 p.m. Murray Fire Department was dispatched to 702 College
Courts for a stove on fire. The fire was put out quickly and only minor
damage were reported.
9:08 p.m. Ambulance was dispatched to the Curris Center for a student having a reaction to medication. She was assisted by friends and
not transported to the hospital.
11 :21 p.m. Fire alarm was activated on the third floor of Regents Col·
lege. No fire was found.
11 :38 p.m. A noise complaint was reported behind Franklin College
of a horn blowing.
Aprll16
•
1:14 a.m. Bradley N. McDonald was arrested for alcohol intoxication
and disorderly conduct. He was lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.

."'

Racer Escorts - 27

•

Information for Police Beat was gathe;ed and compiled by Jake
Burgess, assistant news editor, from materials avsillible to the PubliC·· ,
Safety office.
• "~

••
I
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Congratulations to ~l:l:'s
97-98 Officers U Chair1nen

Looking Great
-CHnique• Looking great tot that career minded look: fast. fun. Colors •

Your bonus includes Dramatically Different Moisturizing
Lotion, Pair of Shades Eye Shadow Duo in
Brown Light/Pure Cream, Lip Shaping Pencil in
Perfect Amber, Almost Lipstick in Almost Mocha,
Cheek Base in Sheer Plum, Daily Eye Saver,
Special Hand & Body Lotion and folding mirror.

Reserve a time to ensure gaur
complimentarg consultation bg calling
50Z-44Z-,200. Ext. 501'
R,e9ister for a fREE Gift while gou are inl

President - Amy Elliott
Vice-President- Leigh Ann Shelton
Secretary - Susan McGregor
Treasurer - Stephanie McElya
Rush Director - Mandy Gardner
Ed IDirector - Ashley Bucy
Centennial - Eleanor Stewart/Meg Fo~st
Executive Chairperson - Kortney Stratz
Sisterhood- Jaime Gibson
SBecial Events - Libby Baker
Ailmunae Relations - Sara Furlong
Campus lnvo~vement- Mindy Rubenaker
Public Relations - Erin Grogan
Social - Paulette Estes/Tasha Burney
Triangle - Renah Rushj.ng
Historian - Shannon Taylor/Wendy Sturgeon
Efficiency - Mindy Reyonlds
Music -Jamie Sheely
Gifts & Awards - Danielle Patterson
Fundraising - Sam Raytner/tora Eletcner:
Interhouse - Amy Roth
Intramural - Tanya Bauman
Philanthropy - Kelly Tucker/Danielle Batilo:w
Parliamentarian- Jessie Tracy:
Spirit- Kiersa Brenner
Volle bash - M M. Burton

ViewPoint
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Food Services selections dwindling
If Murray were to go

wet, what would you like to have
first?
Name: Paul
Urzhumov
Major: Business
administration
Year: Junior
Hometown:
SyktyVkar, Russia
"A vodka bar."

Name: Melody
Elrod
Major: Vocal
education
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
"Nothing, I don't really want
Murray to go wet."

Name:Tiffany
Berrow
Major: Fashion
merchandising
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Radcliff
"A restaurant
like Applebee's."

~1\WtU'~ ~~til [nutD

Both Pony Express and Long John
Silver's are dosing today.

Position:
Student needs are not being met
satisfactorily by Food Services.

mer break, it will definitely rain
most of the time anyway.
The closing of Pony Express,
this late in the semester was
simply cruel. The decision was
niade because of financial rea-

7~\\

l.M?~vt. ~u~rl'JtSS

~ 1(1£ rnn ~
F'RCILI1'!ES 'UI

Issue:

sons. No consideration was
given to the student population
that would be affected. Except
of course for the meal that will
so generously be offered from
the Sugar Cube.
It is unlikely that the closing
of Long John Silver's will be as
devastating. It is doubtful that
many students will even notice
its sudden close.
Not many students want to go
'out to eat' at the Curris Center.
Business will not drastically
improve
regardless
what

~

~R~ [~ t~

\~\\

fR[t

mNK!f

restaurant fills the void of Long
John Silver's. When students
want something to eat they are
more likely to go off campus
than the Curris Center. Franchises like Subway or Chic-fil-a
are capable oflosing money, too.
The law of supply and demand
should be used as a guide. As of
yet franchises on campus have
not been in demand. Maybe the
downfall of Long John Silver's
had something to do with the
food, but location is more likely
the cause.

Bell
Major: Political
science
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Milan, Tenn.
"The alcohol distributors should be allowed to
promote their products in the
convenience stores."

Name: Ryan
Kuhn
Major:
Accounting
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Steeleville, Ill.
"It would be
cool to have some kind of
night spot."

On Monday night, a handful of
people gathered to listen to Morris Dees give a lecture titled "A
Passion for Justice: Teaching Tolerance."
Few people on campus realize
the controversy surrounding the
man who promotes tolerance and
vows to war against hate crimes.
It was evident, however, at Monday's lecture that · not everyone
agrees with Dees' tactics.
Protesters handed out flyers in
front of the lecture opposing Dees.
One man reportedly walked out of
the question/answer session in
protest after a disagreement.
The two most famous cases the

Civil Rights lawyer, Morris Dees lectured against hate crimes on Monday
night.

Position:
More issues surround Dees than
many people may realize.
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Should hidden agendas be a
reason to oppose a man who
bankrupted the KKK and financially disrupted the White Aryan
Resistance?
Although Dees may have ulterior motives for his fight against
hate crimes, he is successfully
making his mark for the good of
the people.
It is disheartening that many
people choose to protest Dees'
methods when he is undertaking
such an important and worthwhile cause.

Civil Rights lawyer won were a
1987 $7 million judgment against
the KKK and a $12.5 million
wrongful death suit against the
White Aryan Resistance in 1990.
Most of the anti-Dees protesters
Not many people do anything
claim that his interest in those
without some personal gain.
cases were purely financial.

Your \li'elPS
Errors in The News
disappointing

Susan Appl~yard/St«ff

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071 -3301

i

The Murray State News IS prepared
and ed1ted by students under the advtsershlp of Joe Hedges . Opm1ons expressed
are those of the editors and other stgned
wnters. These optntons do not necessan·
ly represent the v1ew of journahsm faculty
or the Untvers1ty. This Is an offtctal publi·
cation of Murray State Untverstly.

To the editor:
In reference to Lori Giles'
letter clarifying some misconceptions of the Muslim
beliefs, - good points about
the Limes of prayer, but by no
means of the imagination is
Mecca northeast of Murray,
unless there is a Mecca in
New York or Maine or Greenland that is being prayed to.
That is possible, but unlikely. How about southeast?
This error was very surprising to me since it came from
an "Instructor, English Language Institute." I would
have thought she would have
picked up on the terrible
punctuation and grammar
errors in some of the "Letters
to the Editor" of that same
edition. Since I did not see
"sic" cwhich to me means:
"This is the way we got it, so
this is how we printed it")
besides those errors I'm wondering if your proofreaders
recognized them as errors. I
gues:; not.
Hell, look at the current
issue !April 11), page two,
first line of the second column
of the Oliver North article:"..
formPr Pr~>sident ROnald

tion or dissent from the gov- above charges. I deny them
ernment's actions. If you are all, except the last; for as
unhappy about the ever-more George Mason, who drew up
blurry dividing line between the declaration 'o f rights and
civilian law enforcement and constitution of Virginia
military actionj if you ques- ( 1776), which strongly inflution the justice of the govern- enced the U.S. Bill of Rights
ment's seizure of the property (ratified in 1791), declared,
of citizens never charged with the militia consists of the
any crime; if you object to whole body of the people,
warrantless searches, or "no- except for public officers. And
knock" warrants, or coerced I'm one of the people.
confessions, or secret trials
with secret evidence, or the David Houston Hawely
denial of the ancient right of Murray
habeas corpus review and
relief, or the creation of scores
of brand new capital crimes,
or the re-institution of judi- The Murray State News
cial mutilation (e.g., castra- welcomes commentaries
MA. Meadows
tion); if yo are angry that a
Murray
government assassin shot a and letters to the editor.
woman in the face while she Letters should by 300
Dees practicing
was holding her baby; or if words or less and must
you are horrified by the fiery be signed. Contributors
McCarthyism
pogrom at Waco (where, by
should include address
To the editor:
the way, over half the dead
were non-white, and at least and phone numbers for
Please
All the world seems to one was an Israeli citizen)- verification.
accept without question Mor- why, the, according to Morris include hometown, clasris Dees' moral authority, as Dees. you must be a racist, an sification and title or relasomething infallible. Well, I anti-Semite, a Klansman a
tionship to The University.
do not accept it. Furthermore, Neo-Nazi, or (worst of all)
To
submit a commentary
I deny it. Dees' practices a part of a militia! (Play that
call 762-4468. The News
modern-day
form
of scary music!)
McCarthyism. Like Senator
reserves the right to edit
I am ~lly awtJ.re that just for content and length.
McCarthy, he uses a broad
brush
smear
campaign by writing this letter I will
against any and all who ques- become a target for all of the
Reagan "sic."
~y wife is a very intelligent
woman, so if you need a proofreader who is conversant in
the English language, drop
me a line at the above
address.
A University newspaper
has a huge resource of knowledge and assistance at its fingertips; fifth-grade grammar
an<J
punctuation
errors
should be nonexistent in such
an environment unless the
staff is just plain lazy or ... a
product of inferior primary
and secondary educational
systems. Hmmmm ...

Vi'euJ
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Dees work worthwhile

Name: Darren

Jonathan Oliver
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Although there was no notice
about the closing of Pony
Express, the closing of Long
John Silver's was just a matter
of time.
After today the students of
White and Regents can no
longer walk to Pony Express in
their pajamas for a morning cup
of coffee. In fact, if they want
anything at all they will have to
put on their hiking boots and
prepare for a long walk.
Remember we live in Kentucky,
it could still snow before sum-

jENNI~ER

POTIER

Operator
offers no
assistance
1 was brought up to be polite.
Not just when I felt like it, but
all the time. EspecUllly when
speaking on the telephone.
Well, someone should teach
that to our campus operators.
l am not faulting all of lhem,
but 1 was shocked at how rude
one woman could act.
On Tuesday I nccidentally
called the campus operatol'
tru~ limes. Only truce. Tve
had wrong number calh~ more
time::~ than that.
Anyway, it began as I was
working on an article and
someone gave me a phone
number that began 762-0???.
In case anyone out there does
not know, any number with
762-0?'?? is off campus and you
must dia19 before the number.
I am telling you t.his to save
you from the wrath of the cam,pus operator. Unfortunately no
one told me.
As I dialed 0???, the phone
was answered "Murray State
University.'' I sweetly replied,
"I'm sorry 1 have the wrong
number."
I thought that wns polite.
I dialed again and this J:ime
she said, ''Campus Operator."
11hinking they had given me
the girl's work number, I asked
for her. The operator calmly
explained that anytime 1 dialed
zero, no matter how many
numbers came after il, I would
always get the operator.
Thinking I had the wrong
number, I started to osk her for
the correct one, but ·she had
already disconnected me.
I dinlcd hor back to get the
number. 'That is what she is
there for right'?
She answered the phone this
time in that voice that plainly
says "Are you stupid or what?.,
She said, "When you dial a
zero, you will get the campus
operator.'' She spoke very slowly, just to make sunc I got it.
I replied , in my nicest voice
that says you arc annoying me,
"Yes. I am not stupid, I under·
stood that. I was hoping you
could give me her number."
She never apologized ns l
hnd on the ftrst two mistakes,
but she looked up the number.
Maybe this was nn isolnted
case and maybe she was having a bad day, but as students
here we d~::scrve some respect.
We should nlso show respect
to those who work for Lhc University because w1thout them,
where would we be?
Nevertheless, n little courtesy is never too much to ask.
.}enlli/i!r Potter i~ the mt~istnnt
co/leg'' life editor fur the !attar-

ray State Neu..:s.
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Tiger Woods wins victory for
First and foremost, I would like to introduce
myself. My name is Brian Henson; and if you
will take a close look at my picture, you11 see I
am not the same Brian Henson who usually
writes for The Murray State News.
The only connection I have with the other
Brian Henson is a really cool name, but I will
admit there for a while I was glad to take credit
for the other guy's work.
Then in one issue the other Brian wrote a story
that my friends knew I would never write; so the
Cat was out of the bag (no pun intended). Now
don't get me wrong, the other Brian made that
story about Woods Hall still being closed about
as exciting as one could ever hope for, but it's
just not my style. So now I am here to voice my
opinion and leave you wondering if I have been
writing all along under some secret pen name.
Those of you who know me, know that every
single day-whether 40 below or 110 degreesholds some hope for a good round of golf. However, this last weekend was different. I stayed
inside and watched the tube as history was
made. I, along with millions of people worldwide,
watched as Tiger. Woods completely dominated
The Masters golf tournament.
To many of you this may seem like small news
,but those of you who know the situation also
know the importance. You see, Tiger is not
white, and Augusta National (where the tournament is played) is. Ironically, he accomplished
this almost 50 years to the day that Jackie
Robinson began playing for the Dodgers. Since
its origin, A~gusta National has been segregated
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and has had no non-white members. Therefore,
you can see the true victory Tiger won. The more
important triumph involved no trophy and no
paycheck. If you look at the whole picture, Tiger
won a victory for mankind .
Now I don't want to sound like some flowerchild who escaped from the 1960s and is here to
spread world peace, but there is a lot we can
learn from the Tiger Woods phenomenon. When
Tiger accepted his prize on Sunday, he was
announced as the first African-American to win
the Masters. This is a title he duly deserves, but
he is also the first Asian-American to win the
Masters. Oh, by lhe way, he is also the first
American Indian to win the Masters-did I forget
to tell you he is also the first part-Caucasian to
win the Masters as well. Tiger is a mixture of
Thai, American Indian, African-American and
Caucasian.
I quickly began to realize that for a nation who
claims to be a melting pot we sure do like to segregate. No matter how hard we try, we can't look
past color or race. It amazes me that for a society

who looks in every nook and cranny for racism, it
slips by right in front of our nose.
We can be unified and end racism and prejudice if we continue to make race or color an
issue- even if we feel it is in good taste. I suppose, in my Utopia, Tiger would never be considered a black man, nor an Asian, nor an Indian,
nor white. He would just be a man (or was that
just some ol' geezer named Jefferson's idea.)
Please don't misunderstand me; heritage is very
important. But it should not be used as an adjective if we are to ever escape from looking at the
color of a man's (or a woman's) skin.
Tiger has exploded on the scene as people of
all walks of life are chanting, "I am Tiger
Woods!" The reason for this Tiger-mania is that
he represents all these people.
People all across the world can be proud of him
and claim to be a part of him. With that, I bring
up a question: Could Tiger Woods be symbolic of
what this world could be if we were joined
together? Tiger is a mixture of races in which
each has stereotypes or prejudices about the
other and each probably feels they may be a little better than the others. But this mixture
called Tiger Woods has proven himself better
than the best individual that each race has to
offer. Therefore, Tiger has proven in his own way
that no one race is better than any other, but
joined together all races can become stronger.
The truth of the matter is that we will never be
able to completely ignore color and race. These
make us unique and diverse, but the important
thing is how we react to our differences.

mankin~

Any organization which is designed to benefit.
certain races is necessary. We all want to belong
to something by design, and we should not completely eliminate this. But what we should do is
not invalidate similar groups of other races. We
should all understand that, though approaches
may differ, overall goals are not that far apart.
I truly believe that there are few people in this
world who would join an organization which they
did not believe or have faith. Therefore, we must
try to understand why people believe the way
they do before we shout out that what they
believe is wrong. If the world made understanding a priority, rather than pride, there would be
much less violence and racial tension. If we want
to end discrimination, we must not willingly fall
victim to it.
The issue I am tackling is not a new one, and I
am sure I have said nothing more than many of
you have already heard in Sunday school. But I
believe it is worth some thought; plus, I personally like to take nom1al everyday occurrences
and make them very difficult and painful to
think about.
This will probably be the last time I cause
mental turmoil to the readers of The Murray
State News, unless of course, I have another idea
I want to share. If there arc any other worldly
problems you would like for me to solve, please
feel free to send your request to The Murray
State News. In closing, I challenge you to try and
understand.
•

Brian Henson is a senior from Mayfield.

Media fuels unhealthy
feminine standards

Examine Uriiversity spending
Our state's chief politician is crisscrossing the state,
attempting to gather support for his scheme to solve all
the problems of our higher education system. The main
point of his proposal seems to be that more money is the
answer to all our problems. Where did he get this idea?
He called together all the university administrators
and asked them to present him with a plan to make their
institutions more cost efficient. They studied and studied on the matter and came up with the usual answer:
We need more money!
Why do the universities need more money? Are the
institutions really spending more money on academics?
How much of the increase in cost is associated with the
increase in the numbers of "administrators" at the university level? According to the Sept. 20, 1996, edition of
The Murray State News, enrollment reached an all-time
high at MSU during the fall semester. A total of 8,382
students were enrolled, surpassing the previous high of
8,350 students set in 1975. My questions are in regard
to costs:
• How many administrative positions were required to
administer the University in 1975?
• What were the total "administrative costs" in 1975?
• How do those figures compare with today's figures?
• How many administrative positions are required to
administer the University today, with 32 more
students enrolled then in 1975?
• What percentage of the overall budget is dedicated to
academics this year?
•Could we take a serious look at downsizing?
• Did those highly-paid consultants look at the rate of
growth of middle-management at the University level?
Oops, 1 guess we can't really touch that cow because
it's sacred. Administrators were the ones making the
suggestions, offering the solutions; and you can bet they
will do everything possible to protect their positions.
After aU, administrators have to eat, too.
Perhaps before solving the whole Commonweal\h's
problems, Gov. Patton could begin with a small problem.
Murray State University and Paducah Community College have been in a spat over an engineering program for
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a long time now. When running for governor, Patton
pledged to solve that problem. Then it was his view that
the presidents of the two institutions should be required
to sit down and come to a settlement of the issue.
Has Patton been successful in solving that problem?
Are the students of western Kentucky being served by an
engineering program? Have the two presidents sat down
and worked out a solution that is in the best interest of
the people they were hired to serve? How many of the
taxpayers' dollars have been spent on this spat between
two men who are assumed to be adults? How long will
students from our area be forced to seek education in
other locales because two grown men can't sit down and
find a way to offer classes? This is a poor reflection on
both institutions and their leadership. But not to worry,
the governor has appointed a committee to solve this
problem.
Has our governor really presented the taxpayers of the
Commonwealth with a plan for reducing the cost of higher education? Has the governor presented any answers
to the question of where he's going to get the money he is
promising to the various institutions that he is visiting?
Will inserting more politicians into the education system
make the system more efficient or cost-effective? Where
is he going to get the $300 million that he has already
promised ($100 million to be divided among the universities; and last week, an additional $200 million to the
University of Louisville) to those that support his
scheme? Grab your wallet and hold tightly to what you
have left in it.

Kathy Lyons is a former Murray State student and now
resides in Murray.

Anorexia is in! Implants are in!
Liposuction, face lifts, caps and nose
jobs as well. Bring them on! Size 10 is
the max. No woman should be older
than 25. What is happening here?
Who is in charge of the American standard of feminine beauty? It seems that
the advertisers are.
Our cultural ideal, the women we see
on television shows and commercials,
movies and in women's magazines, are
mostly young, slender, blemish-free.
Models for these images often surgically enhance their bodies to slenderize
here and stick out there. They are photographed at angles and computerenhanced to make them seem taller
and thinner than humanly possible.
Their real frames arc amazing enough,
the average model is 5'10" and weighs
111 pounds. Most of us real women
haven't weighed 111 pounds since the
sixth grade.
The ideal put before us weighs 30
pounds less and is 6 inches taller than
lhe average American woman, who is
5'4" and weighs 145 pounds. Marilyn
Monroe was 5'4" and weighed 130
pounds. The womanly Marilyn would
be considered far too fat by today's
media standards and would probably
be told by her agent to lose weight if
she wanted a job.
You have probably heard that Barbie, the doll so popular with little girls,
would be, if transformed into a real
woman. more than 7 feet tall, yet
weigh only 125 pounds. It is no wonder
girls are increasingly looking at their
bodies and concluding they are not
good enough. The image they aspire to
is often unhealthy and unreal, but
those images help explain why 80 percent of 10-year-olds diet.
Jmpressionable young women are
bombarded with unhealthy standards
of virtually unattainable slimness.
They may recognize that gaunt models
look unhealthy, yet their overriding
attitude is expressed by one 21-yearold who said, "They aren't healthy, yet
they're the ideal. I would love to be the
the ideal; Who wouldn't?"
Many of these young women are
dying to be the ideal. There has been
an alarming increase in the incidence
of eating disorders among increasingly
younger women. Eleven percent of
female college students have an eating
disorder, where they either starve
themselves or throw up after eating.
Ninety percent of these women report
their eating disorders began before
they were 20. In fact, these disorders
are seen increasingly in girls as young
as eight and nine years old.
Why should we be surprised when we
consider that we are exposed to over
1,500 ads every single day, many featuring drastically underweight wome1
These ads sell more than products.
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They sell values, concepts of happiness,
success, of what is normal, concepts of
who we are and what we should be.
We know that images are not real,
but it is difficult not to compare our
own lives to the women in the ads. Our
ideal is ·portrayed as a very young
female, very slender. high cheek bones,
beautiful eyes, perfect complexion,
with no bad hair days. No one ever has
the bad taste to be tired or grow older.
These ads tell us that women are
acceptable only when they are young,
beautiful, made-up, polished and very
skinny. Girls who model themselves
after the Kate Moss/Barbie ideal are
trying to achieve the unachievable.
Their ideal body image is virtually
unattainable without starvation.
The ultra-thin model sends themessage: I am weak, could not possibly be
a threat, I do not take up much space.
Is this the female ideal we want for our
women?
Advertising is the propaganda of
American society. It shows us who we
should be and how we should look. But
hey! Who's in charge here? Don't we
have the power to boycott products
that feature anorexic-looking models in
their ads? And don't we have the
power to tell the stores that sell these
products why we are not buying them?
We need to become media-literate, to
recognize the ads as unhealthy and to
resist what the advertisers would have
us believe is the ideal of womanly
beauty.
A healthy woman does not starve
herself or abuse her body in order to
conform to an unhealthy ideal.
Healthy women, and the men who love
them, recognize that beauty comes in
all forms, shapes and sizes.
This Friday the MSU Women's Center will have its first Challenge Walk to
challenge the media image of drastically underweight women, an image that
has fueled an epidemic of eating disorders. This is not a fund- raiser, just a
solidarity march. Men are invited to
walk with u,q as well .•Join us at noon
today at the second floor entrance to
the Curris Center. All si~es are welcome.
This is Anne Benes, and that's my
opinion. Pass the brownies.
I

Anne Benes is ar1 instructor in the
English department.
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Our World

Stereotypes
have
plagued
·Kentuckians for years: can't read,
can't write, can~t learn. Yet a
study
completed
by
the
University of Kentucky and the
Workforce Development Cabinet
showed that Kentuckians are
above-average in literacy profi.
clency.
The work, however, is far from
over.
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Illiteracy affects children, adults
B Y MANDY W OLF
EotTOtt
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In these hallowed halls, pages are read and turned deftly as students across campus attempt to fmish assignments for the next day. But what for many is simply a
homework exercise can become a laborious task for
students who are illiterate.
In February, the University of Kentucky
released a study which measured the illiteracy
rates of Kentuckians compared to national averages.
The study defined illiteracy as "using printed and
written information to function in society, to achieve
one's goals, and to develop one's knowledge and potential."
According to the study, which was conducted in 1995,
Kentuckians fared slightly above average.
On a scale of zero to 500, Kentucky adults
scored an average of 286 in prose proficiency, which
involved utilizing information found in prose context; the national adult average was 272.
In document literacy, finding and using information found in documents, Kentucky adults scored
an average of 284, while the national average
was 267.
In quantitative literacy proficiency, which
includes using math to perform basic functions,
Kentuckians scored 280, while the national
average is 271.
Despite these above-average figures, Edward T.
Jennings, professor at the University of Kentucky,
said at least 340,000 Kentuckians lack the skills needed to function in today's world, according to a release
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issued by the Office of the Governor in Frankfort.
Janet Hoover, assistant director of communication services
for the Kentucky Cabinet for Workforce DevelopmeQt, said
although the survey is the first comprehensive one if its kind,
it is difficult to actually measure the enormity of the problem.
"We do know that even though we fare better, there is a long
way to go," she said.
Hoover believes Kentucky has also had a stereotype as having a higher rate of illiteracy. She said Kentucky is as competitive as any state, but the problem is far from small.
Dot Newbern, director of the Adult Learning Center in·
Murray, said education is the most necessary tool for combatting illiteracy in both children and adults.
"There are many obstacles to overcome," Newbern said.
"They have been labeled as being learning-disabled. There's
nothing wrong with them, but over the years they formulate
what they've been told in their heads."
The Adult Learning Center works 'Primarily with people ages
16 and older.
It helps adults develop writing and basic reading schools, as
well as comprehension skills, resume work and computer skills.
"The most rewarding thing is seeing a student accomplish
goals they've set for themselves," Newbern said.
One of the biggest battles for educators attempting to help
illiterate students is simply keeping them is school.
Often, illiterate children become frustrnt.ed at their lack of
comprehension and lash out in other ways: behavior, withdrawal or by dropping out of school completely.
'1t's crucial to keep kids in school," Newbern said. ~e~ have
to be there and have good attendance. Education is so imf!ortant."
The battle to fight illiteracy continues, and alt.hough
Kentuckians have made improvements, more studies are to be
completed to gauge the extent of this world-wide problem.

Student battles dyslexia
B Y CHRISTINE H ALL
STAFf WRITER
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"I have struggled with
dyslexia all my life
and thought it was
normal."

Just by looking at Rene*, you
would never know
she has a learning
-RENE', SENIOR
disability.
However, she has
"I have high self-esteem and was a
been battling dyslexia
top athlete in the school," she said.
since childhood.
"It(dyslexia) didn't affect me. It also
Rene's problem began in the
explains why I hate to read. I have
third grade when she started
only read three books cover to cover."
failing her spelling tests.
Rene said most students with dis"My mother told me that if I
abilities do not have the same attididn't pass the test I couldn't
tude about it that she does.
go to a summer fair," she said.
~Most people don't have the self"I stayed home that year."
esteem I do," she said.
In her sophomore year of
Rene is a non-traditional student,
high school, Rene again found but has been able to do many things
herself struggling with
despite dyslexia.
spelling in her class. She
"I have been in the work force and
requested special testing be
have two associate degrees, one in
done.
air and refrigeration and the other in
"I found out that I had a thirdelectric."
grade reading level, and I was
In December, she will receive her
almost a junior in high school," she
third degree in occupational and
said. "The teachers nnd testing peo- safety health.
ple could not understand how I
Her skills have won her a guest
passed classes on my reading level." instructor's post at Texas A&M,
With the help of a remedial readwhere she teaches occupational and
ing class, Rene was able to improve safety health.
from a third-grade reading level
At Murray State, she guest lecto a 12th-grade level.
tures in special education classes
"Children learn at a
telling students who wish to be
different level and I didn't
teachers how the disability has
learn it," she said. "I had
affected her and how teachers should
to go back and learn the
handle children with a learning dis· process over again.''
ability.
Rene didn't
"After lectures, sometimes students
realize she had a
will come up to me and tell me they
problem.
did not know what I had was a dis"I have strug- ability and that they might have
gled with dyslexia
one," she said. "I do a lot of one-onall my life and
one counseling with students who
thought it was nordon't know what they have is a
mal," she said.
learning disability."
.•
She did not
The key to overcoming a disability
let the disability
is organization, Rene said.
stop her. She was
"It starts with organizatfon and a
involved in sports
commitment to have to be able to
and her family was a take the disability on," she said. "All
big supporter of her
my notes for all my classes are on
ambitions.
the computer. Also, planning ahead

is a big part of it."
Rene credits her improvement to
her family and to Murray State.
"The Learning Center has done a
whole lot for me and 1 hope I have
done the same for them," she said.
Rene helped the center get new
computers to assist students with
learning disabilities.
''The system they had before was.
still operating on the two floppy
disks and for someone like me who
can keep on a train of thought longer
if I type than writing, the computers
were just moving too slow for me and
probably others," she said.
Rene offered advice for those who
may have a disability or think they
might have one. ·
"A learning disability is not a
death sentence," she said. "It is
important for students to realize the
rights they have in having a disability. They don't have the right to be
singled out by teachers, but they do
have the right to do something about
it."
She also said students need to be
aware of what Murray State has to
offer them.
"Murray has a wonderful computer
resource center that is available for
all students," Rhe said. "They need to
und~rstand where the locations are
and learn to use them."
According to the Association on
Higher Education and Disability, a
learning disability is defined as "a
disorder which affects the manner in
which individuals with normal or
above average intelligence take in,
retain, and expr<!RS information."
Most people arc familiar with
dyslexia, a basic reading skills and
comprehension disorder.
There are other disorders such as
dysgraphia, a written expression dis·
order, dyscalculia, a mathematics·
disorder, and Attention Deficit
Disorder, where students have trouble sustaining attention.

'* Name has been changed to protect
the identity of the source.
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Staff elects Dial as Regent
•
Lori Dial:

•Regents: Lori Dial has been
elected to the seat on the MSU
Board of Regents reserved for a
member of staff. Also, other
staff elections were held.
Bv )OHN K.

A registration supervisor in the admiuions
office, Dial has worked
at MSU for nine years.
She had been both Staff
Congress vice-president
and treasurer in the past
four years.

MOORE

STAFF WRITER

Friday, Lori Dial squeaked past who were unable to vote."
Orville Herndon and Jim Baurer to
Both Herndon and Baurer wished
win the Staff Regent seat on the Dial the best. Herndon, who won a
Murray State Board of Regents. seat on Staff Congress as a write-in
With 396 staffmembers voting, Dial candidate, said, "It was a close race,
received 149 votes; Herndon 127; but it shows that people were watchand Baurer 120.
ing us and are concerned about who
Dial said, "I'm very grateful for the will look out for their best interests."
"The staff made a good choice,"
support I received from the staff
members who voted and from those Baurer added.

Staff Regent serves a three-year
term on the Board of Regents representing the interests of Murray
State staff members.
Dial, a nine-year employee and
graduate of Murray State. currently
works as registration supervisor in
the admissions office and serves on
Staff Congress in a· flll-in position.
She has held both vice-president
and treasurer positions on Staff
Congress during the past four years.
Other staff members elected seats
on Staff Congress included Kelly
Buffington, Procurement; and
Karon Johnson, Student Financial
Aid. Both Buffington and Johnson
will represent the secretary/clerical
.staff.
General staff representatives are

Recent fire alarms
may not be accidental

Vicki HotJford and Mike Vance. of
Food Services. John DarnelJ and
Rickey Smith from Building and
Equipment Maintenance will represent facilities management. Representatives for the executive/managcriaVprofessional staff will be Carmen Garland, University Scholarships; and Debbie Wagoner,
Accounting and Financial Service!'!.
At-Large members elected were
Paul llloem, postal services; and
Herndon, department of Journalism
and Mass Communication.
Keith Skinner, president of Staff
Congress, said, "New officers (president, vice-president and treasurer)
will be elected and take office at the
first meeting in July."

A lone in his principles

"If people are caught pulling the nre
-campus safety: A recent rise in the
alarms unnecessarily they will be prosecutrate of fire alarms may be caused by ed," he said.
people pulling alarms maliciously.
Anderson says the punishment for pulling
the fire alarm is stiff, and it is considered by
the school as an act of vandalism.
"Anyone caught pulling the fire alarm
It is 9 p.m. and you're ready to unwind without just cause can be charged with a
and hit the showers before a not-so-exciting class A misdemeanor," Anderson said.
night with your history book. You grab your
According to Joe Green, associate direcbath kit, towel and robe and walk to the tor of Public Safety, a class A misdemeanor
can result in a $1,000 fine and up to one
bathroom.
As you tum on the shower and hop in, you year in prison.
think that finally this day is slowing down.
Although it is often people who set off the
Then you hear it, that ear shattering buzz of false alarms, it is possible for fire alarms to
malfunction.
the fire alarm.
"Electrical surges, steam, and insects can
This experience is quite familiar to many
Murray State students, and lately it has all cause the alarms to accidentally activate
been happening more than usual.
and go otT," Anderson said. "Once an alarm
"These false alarms often run in trends," went off because the humidity was high."
said Larry Anderson, safety coordinator for
Facilities Management said that despite
Facilities Management. "They tend to the actions they take, the main problem is
increase when the weather gets nicer and as catching the people who set ofT the ftre
it gets closer to finals week."
alarms just for kicks.
Anderson says they arc aware of the
"Unless we have an eyewitness to the act
increase in the fire alarms, and believe that it is very difficult to stop people," Anderson
many of the 8larms are being maliciously said. "You have people coming in and out of
set off.
the dorms in a variety of states of mind."
BY REKA ASHLEY

REPORTER

Now accepting declining balance
after 9 p.m. Carry-out or delivery.

Chris Weatherly/Stafi

Enjoying the spring weather on Wednesday, Mike Scharder, graduate student from Murray, uses his lunch break to
read on the steps of Lovett Auditorium.

Call Your Papa
For Free Delivery

EW RACER SPECIALS!
Large One Topping Pizza
and 2 Cokes
Only $6.98 · +Tax
Small Two Topping Pizza
and 2 Cokes
Only $5.99 + Tax
For a limited time only!

753-6666

Dixieland Shopping Center
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Faculty
name
delegates
•Faculty: Faculty members have
named their representatives to Uni·
versity administrative committees.
BY JOHN K. MOORE
STAFF WIJTEI

With no campaigning or public forums.
new members of the I<'aculty Senate, University Judicial Board representative, and
representatives from each college were
elected by acclamation Wednesday, April9.
Janet Brewer, Larry Guin and Janice
Morgan will start their two-year terms as
at-large representatives to the Faculty
Senate May 6.
The at;large representative on the University Judicial Board and college repre·
scntatives on standing committees will
each serve three-year terms beginning in
•
July.
Serving on the Judicial Doard will be ,
Ginny Richerson. Mary Conover, representing the College of Industry and Tech· '
nology, will serve on the Academic Appeals
Board.
New members of the Academic Council
arc Creighton Miller of the College of Education; Charlotte Beahan, College of
Humanistic Studies: and Tracey Bernard
from the College of Industry and Technology. There was no nominee from the CoJiege
of Science, leaving that seat vacant.
Yancey Watkins, College of Education.
and Jetta Culpepper, University Libraries,
will serve for three years on the Promotion
and Leave Committee. Frank Elwell, College of Humanistic Studies and Emie Bailey, University Libraries, will serve on the
University Tenure Committee.
Elections for at-large representatives
and represcntativeR were to be held Tuesday, April 15. However, Faculty Senate
bylaws state that, "In elections where the
number of candidates nominated equals
the number of positions, nominees will be
elected by general consensus (acclamation):"'
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Stop smoking
program scheduled
MSU's Wellness Center
is presenting a progldm to
help people "Stop Smoking
for Ufe." This program
will be held April 22 and
29 in room I0 I of Mason
Hall from 5:30 until 7:30
p.m. It will include educational facts about smoking,
various smoking cessation
techniques, behavior modification and group support. For more information, call 762-3029.

Derby Days event
raises charity funds
The Sigma Chi Fraternity
raised $1,050 during the
week of March 17 with its
annual Derby Days fundraising competition. The
money will be donated to
the Children's Miracle
Network.
~iterary

reading
scheduled at Wag
Reading

Notations,

MSU's liter.ary journal, will
be hold its annual ''Reading
at the Wag Coffeehouse"
April 23 at 8 p.m. Everyone is invited to attend, listen and possibly read.

Parking reserved
for 1947 graduates

l
Curfews gone
Bv

SARAH W IGHT

COlUGf LIFE EDITOR

Curfew hours and refusing
entrance to members of the opposite sex sound like things only a
parent would do, however these
were burdens that have been handed students by Murray State Housing in the past.
Mary Kay Lamb, a 1975 graduate, remembers having to make it
in by curfew when she was resident
of Hester Hall.
"If you weren't in by curfew you
would get a campus and you wouldn't be able to go out all week,"
Lamb said. "You would have to go
downstairs and sign in every hour."
Lamb admits that trying to sneak
in or out after curfew was not
uncommon.
"You had to have someone on the
lookout for you in the dorm to
watch for the security," she said.
"My room was the first one closest
to the steps on the second floor so
we always got called to let people
in who had missed curfew because
we could get down there the
fastest. But the stairs were right
next to the dorm mother's apartment, so it was kind of hard."
In addition to restrictions on
when students had to be in, housing also had rules on where stu-

dents were allowed to visit.
"You never had boys in girls
rooms and vice ver sa. If you got
caught you were both expelled from
school," said Patsy Dyer, a 1957
graduate. "There were parlors and
living areas where they could be
watched. That was as far as members of t he opposite sex got. They
didn't tolerate it. They were very
strict back then."
Past housing policies were not
only concerned with where students were in the building but
where they went outside the dorms
as weU.
Hal H ouston, a 1958 graduate,
recalls that if a girl was caught
kissing a boy three times in.front of
a dorm she was given a campus
and was confined to the dorm for
the entire weekend.
Jane Yonts, a 1971 graduate,
said wh ile she was a resident in
Hester College, students bad to
sign in and out every time t hey left
or entered.
"You had to tell where you were
going," Yonts said. "If you were
going to a fraternity party you had
to sign a card re going out of town,."
Murray State's housing policies of
the past are a long way from the
current coed, 24-hour room visitation policies of today's residential
colleges.

The Hurray State campus as It appeare d in the early 1960's.

A portion of the Curris
Center parking lot will be
reserved Friday, April 18.
for the Class of 1947 and
guests who will be attending the reunion coffee and
Emeritus Club luncheon.

Greek life different

Senior breakfast
set for April 29
The
annual
Senior
Breakfast is planned for
Tuesday, April 29 at 8 a.m.
in the Curris Center Ballroom. Tickets are $4.50
and may be purchased
from department secretaries until April 22.

Women's Cent er
hosts walk today
The MSU Women's Center is sponsoring a Challenge Walk today at noon.
The walk will begin on the
second floor entrance of
the Curris Center. The
purpose of the walk is to
promote body acceptance
and positive body image
and provide a proactive
model to youths.

Mark Twain
Veteran actor Robert
Valentine will portray
Mark Twain at Wrather
Auditorium Thursday at
7:30 p.m. Valentine will tell
and enact several stories
from Mark Twain's works
with the help of storyteller
Steve Ross and Murray
High student Matt Harris.
This will be the last production of "M. Twain &
Friends." General admisSion tickets are $5. Proceeds will help to defray
the exp·e nses of the Ads
Club participation in the
American Advertising Federation's annual college
advertising competition.
Compiled by Katie Thomas,
staff

very competitive especially duting
rush, Tammy Potter said. Potter
was a member of Sigma Sigma
Greeks have always been Greeks, Sigma in the 1980s and recalls an
but over the years they have faced
incident where she and some sisa number of changes. They did not
ters found a dead squirrel. They
always have houses. but many of
put a noose around its neck and
the events and traditions remain
hung if from the Alpha Gam door.
the same.
u.we knocked and ran," she said.
' ,Jan Yonts attended Murray State "It was all in fun though, no one
from 1967-71. During her time as a
ever got mad."
Kappa Delta, the Panhellenic buildSororities also competed for honing, or Swan Hall, served as home
ors such as Miss MSU and All
to the sororities. It stood at Five
Campus Sing.
Points ncar where the Industry and
Potter remembers practicing for
Technology building now stands.
weeks to have everything just right.
She said each sorority had its
Despite competition, the Greek
own room in the building where
community a lways managed to
they held meetings, rush functions
come together for social events,
and initiation.
Yonts sa.id.
Mary Kay Lamb waR a member of
Her most memorable time as a
Alpha Gamma Delta and she, too,
Greek
was spent at Paglai's on '
r-emembers the Panhellenic buildWednesday
night. She said all the
ing. She said each sorority was in
Greeks
gathered
in their letters to
charge of carpeting and furnishing
eat
spaghetti.
their rooms which included a meet"I missed that the most after I
ing room, office and storage space.
graduated," she said.
In the middle of the building was
The women said that many of the
a common area where rushees
would wait to enter rooms or accept fraternities held the same events as
they do now with only a few differtheir bids.
ences. Potter remembers the LambLamb said that with everyone in
da Chi's for their Watermelon Bust
such close proximity. the sororities
Events. Instead of being held on
were very competitive, but they
the intermural fields. the festivities
also had a helping relatiohship.
"During rush everyone would dec- were hosted on Cutchin Field and
the watermelon was dropped from
orate and if somebody ran out of
the top of the Curris Center.
tape or ice for refreshments, you
could just go across the hall and
She said Greeks and non-Greeks
borrow it from another sorority,"
joined together to celebrate.
she said.
Each of the women fondly
Though the sororities were willremember their time spent as meming to help each other, they were
bers of Greek organizations.

Bv

JENNIFER PoTTER

ASSISTANT (OLUG£ liFE EDITOR

Photo courte!oy oi Shield

The Harry Lee W at erfield St ude nt Union building on 15th Street was a major construction p roject of the lat e 19So•s. TJte building has since bee n conve rteCf t o the m a in
campus libra ry.

Students less involved
Bv jENNIFER

PonER

ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Good things come and go,
some improve on the old,
but other times the old
dies awuy and is sorely
missed.
In 1981. the Curris Center was a brand-new facility which, according to former director Jim Carter,
was just what the students
needed.
''It was designed to be
the living room of campus,"
he said. "It fit that description to a 'T.'"
Prior to 1981, the student activities building had
been housed in what is
now Wnterfield Library
and in portions of the
Scouting Museum.
Though these locations
lacked the lw<Uries of the
Curris Center, they were
popular hang outs.
Mary Kay Lamb, a 1975
f,rraduale. said that studen~" always went Lo the
student union building
between classes to play
cards.
Events held in the student union buildings were

often well attended.
Carter said for a long time
it was a tradition to have
movie night on Wednesday
in the student unions.
Students did not have
HBO or VCRs, so it was
very popular.
Carter said that concerts
were also a popular activity for students. He said
with more money available, the University was
able to contract major concerts. In the late 1970s and
early 80s such artists as
Journey, Van Halen, the
Doobie Brothers and
Jimmy Buffett graced the
stages ofMSU.
"It was not uncommon
for us to have three to five
big concerts per year," he
said. "There was more
money and not as many
places for the bands to
play. College campuses
were launching places."
Going to sporting events
was another option that
occupied more of Murray
State's time in the past.
Hal Houston. alumnus
and MSU team doctor
attributed the amount of
stu~cnt participation in

sporting events to the lack
of social activities adn the
size of t he school.
"The majority of student
stayed here on the weekends," he said. "The college
was smaller and the students knew the athletes
better."
E.W. Dennison, MSU
athletic director and a
1972 graduate, said "The
University track was were
Cu tchin Field is now and
the baseball field was right
across from it. People
would just stop by a track
meet or a baseball game
on their way to class and
watch."
Lamb said that school
spirit was good and everyone would go to ball games
Y.'itb their fraternity or
sorority or a date.
Student interest and
activity was high, Cart«:~r
said, because students
were more motivated to get
involved. College was considered expensive back
then, but not as expensive
as today so that students
were not in such a rush to
graduate.

Photo courtesy of
Shield

A photo from
the 1997 Shield
show s
Pogue
Library during
its construction.
The library was
named after the
late Forrest C .
Pogue, fa mous
historian
and
dist i ngui s hed
alumni.
The
library
now
house s spe cia l
colle ctions and
le gal resource s.

.
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Alumni recognized as leaders
BY D ENISE HIGGINS
STAFF WRJTER

Thirty years from now can you picture
yourself doing something that will make a
difference in the world? Will you be gaining local, or even national, recognition for
achievements in your career? Will others
respect you for the contributions you
have made to your chosen profession?
This year three alumni will return to
Murray State to be honored for their pra.
fessional achievements. Pamela Graham,
Ricardo Artigas and Jimmy Clark will be
acknowledged as Distinguished Alumnus
Award recipients this weekend at the
Alumni & Friends Luncheon at noon on
Saturday in the Curris Center large ballroom.
Artigas1 a 1962 graduate, is currently
residing in Barcelona, Spain. He is the
president and CEO of GE Power Controls,
the European arm of General Electric's
Electrical Distribution and Control business. GEPC designs, manufactures, sells
and distributes worldwide, low-voltage
electrical distribution and controls equipment meeting European standards.
Artigas has authored more than 40
technical publications. In 1992, he won

the Salute to Excellence Award from the
Hispanic Alliance for Career Achievement. He is also a leadership giver to the
United Way.
While at Murray State, Artigas was a
member of the physics and mathematics
club. In 1962, he was chosen for Who's
Who in American Colleges and Universities. He graduated with the highest distinction.
Clark is a professor of nutrition in the
department of dairy science at the Uni·
versity of Illinois at Urbana/Champaigne.
He has received many awards for his contributions to agriculture through
research, teaching, extension education
and public service. In 1981, he was recognized as the Outstanding Agriculture
Alumnus of Murray State.
"It's truly a great honor to be recognized
as a distinguished alumnus from Murray
State," Clark said. "I have had a lot of
help from a lot of people. It's a chance for
me to recognize these people. It means a
lot to me that people were willing to nominate me because they have contributed to
my career."
When Clark came to Murray State, he
knew he wanted to work in agriculture,
but he did not know which direction he

wished to pursue. One of his professors
suggested he attend graduate school.
"That opened many doors," Clark said,
"Without him .1 probably wouldn't be
where I am today."
Clark said Murray State has been a
beneficial contributor to his career.
Graham, a 1980 graduate, is one of the
youngest recipients of this award. She is
now living' in Spartanburg, S.C., a nd
working as a news anchor for WSPA-TV.
She has received many awards in her
career including a 1996 Emmy nomination for 6 p.m. Newscast; 1996 Best
National TV News Anchor by the National Federation of Press Women; Career
Woman of the Year by the Spartanburg
Business and Professional Women and
1995 Woman of Achievement by the Piedmont Area Girl Scout Council.
"It's wonderful all the awards I have
received," Graham said. "What I have
learned in getting there is what I take
away and that's what's important. I feel
Like I'm constantly learning something
new everyday."
"My college days were the best days of
my life," she added. "Once you learn those
things and take them through life, that's
what makes me, me."

Week4beac/
Friday, April 18 Alumni Weekend
•Rodeo - High School Rodeo at Expo Center
-concert - MSU Percussion Ensemble performance, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall
•RC - Springer-Franklin College Vegas Night, Long John Silvers, 7
p.m., prizes awarded
•Luncheon - Emeritus Club Luncheon for anyone who attended
MSU in the past 50 years, noon, Curris Center, $10.

Saturday, April 19 Alumni Weekend
•Rodeo - High School Rodeo at Expo Center
•Day of Percussion - time to be announced, Performing Arts Hall,
762-4288
•Lecture - Dr. Vernon Gantt lecture at Second Annual Distinguished Professor Lecture, 10:30 a.m., Freed Curd Auditorium,
free admission
•ACT - prep course for exam on June 14, 9 a.m.· noon, 762-2160
to register
•Baseball - Brads vs. Eastern Kentucky, 1 p.m., Reagan Field
•RC - Springer-Franklin College Carnival of Wonders
•Auction - Silent auction, 9:30a.m., Small Ballroom, Curris Center
•Luncheon - Alumni and Friends Luncheon, Large Ballroom, Curris Center, noon, $12.50.
•Auction- Alumni Auction '97, Curris Center Ballroom, 7 p.m.
Tickets $15

Sunday, April 20
•Rodeo - High School Rodeo at Expo Center, 2 p.m.
•Baseball • Breds vs. Eastern Kentucky, 1 p.m., Reagan Field
-concert - MSU' s President's Concert, 2 p.m., Performing Arts
Hall

Monday, April21

Kappa Week donates to community
Bv

BRANDl W ILLIAMS

STAFF WRITER

This week the brothers of
Kappa Alpha Psi have been
celebrating Kappa Week's 25th
anniversary. Kappa Alpha Psi
is a black Greek organization
founded in 1972.
..Kappa Week :is a week of
activities geared toward the
community," said Steven
Slates, Kappa Alpha Psi vicepresident.
Last year Kappa Alpha Psi
did several things to help their
community. They have donated money toward anti-hazing
programs and the Ronald
McDonald House. Additionally,
they have volunteered time
with the American Red Cross

blood drive and the St. Johns
Baptist Church youth group.
Another notable achievement for the chapter was a
third-place finish in a step
competition at the University
of Tennessee-Martin.
The Eta Beta chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi will also be
highlighted in the Kappa Journal, a worldwide publication,
for its achievements and community involvement.
This week's activities have
included a Founder's Day banquet and block party Monday;
a three-on-three basketball
game on Tuesday; a pool party
Wednesday; and game room
night Thursday.
Tonight the Kappa Ball will
be held at the Best Western

from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Admission
is $10 per couple and $7 for
singles. Formal
dress is
required.
"I think the
ball will be the
highlight of the
week," Slates
said.
Saturday
Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
night, Kappa
Me n go for the re bound In Kappa Alpha Psi's
Alpha Psi will
baske tball tournament Tuesday night.
host a party
from 10 p.m. to
behind Winslow cafeteria from
2 a.m. Admission is $2 and the l to 4 p.m.
event will be held on the first
floor of the Curris Center.
In case of inclement weathOn Sunday, they will sponer, the picnic will be moved to
sor a free community picnic
Hart Coffeehouse.

•Meeting - Young Republicans, 4:30p.m., Ohio Room Curris Center

Tuesday, April 22
•Baseball- Bred's vs. Arkansas State, 3 p.m., Reagan Field
.Concert- MSU Brass Chamber performance, 8 p.m., Performing
Arts Hall
•Lecture - Dr. nm Merriman- "Think Globally, Cooperate Locallyan Evolutionary Idea," 7 p.m., Freed Curd Auditorium
•Banquet - JMC Honors Banquet, 6:45p.m., Curris Center Ball·
room
•Memorial · Service for the late Dr. Beth Jones, 7:30p.m., Quad,
in case of inclement weather, SE 341

Wednesday, April 23
-concert • MSU Symphonic Band, 8 p.m .• Lovett Auditorium
•Luncheon - Baptist Student Union Luncheon, 12:20 p.m., $1,
everyone invited
•Meeting - Chi Alpha Bible study, 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater.

Thursday, April 24
•Meeting- Alcoholics Anonymous- 6:30 to 8 p.m .• Ohio Room,
3rd Floor Curris Center. Free coffee
•Concert- MSU Chamber Orchestra, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium
•Performance - "M. Twain and Friends," 7:30 p.m., Wrather Auditorium. $5

Coagratalatloas
~997

Nontradltloaal
·student
Wrltina C'o ntest
Winners!

Frtlbman/Sophomore Catecorx
1St SIOO Book Scholarship

Candi Pureell
2nd $75 Book Scholarship
Dana Bowden
~rd $SO Book Scholarship
Christ~

Baldwin

Jupior/Sentor catecorx

Ist

$IOO Book Scholarship

Shelia

Ba~nes

2nd $75 Book Scholarship

Donna Baldwin·Amato
3rd $50 Book Scholarship
Carmen Davidson
Sponsored By:

I i

l
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~-weekend
'

BY HEATHER MARIE MARTIN
STAFF W RITER

1

Fonner Murray State students will
have the opportunity to return to
their alma mater for the annual
Alumni Weekend celebration Friday
and Saturday.
For the first time, the Alumni Association is recognizing and welcoming
the 50-year reunion (class of'47) and
sponsoring an auction with proceeds
going to benefit the Alumni House
fund.
"There are lots of unique items that
were donated," said Patti Jones,
assistant director for Alumni Affairs.
"(There will be) signed autographs by
Garth Brooks, Tom Cruise, Larry
Bird and Jack Nicklaus, a shirt and
signed photo from '3rd Rock from the
Sun,' a whole collection of Cal Ripken
Jr. baseball cards and much more."
The Alumni Association will welcome the classes of'47, '57, and the
combined classes of '88-'92. There will
be special activities for the classes of
'47 and '57 today and a seminar slat-

BY jENNIFER POTIER

As Fred Goldman, the father
of the late Ronald Goldman,
spoke in favor of victim's
rights on the steps of the Capitol in Frankfort Tuesday, Murray held its own ceremony of a
continental breakfast hosted
by the Rape Crisis Center.
The breakfast and the
speech were to commemorate
National Crime Victims'
Rights Week. The breakfast
was spearheaded by Shelley
Bearman, MSU intern for the
Rape Crisis Center on campus.
The theme was "Let Victims'
Rights Ring Across America."
Bearman said 27 people

April 18, 1997

festivities honor alumni

ed for the classes of '88-'92 Saturday.
.The weekend kicks off with a silent
auction for the cJass of'47 at 9:30
a.m. today. Following the auction,
the class of '47 will have coffee and a
class photo in the Currie Center.
At noon, there will be an Emeritus
Club Luncheon for anyone who
attended Murray State in the past
50 years. The cost is $10. At 2 p.m.,
the silent auction will reopen in the
smrul ballroom for anyone wanting to
bid on an item. Campus tours will
also be offered.
Topping the agenda for the class of
'57 reunion will be a closed silent
auction at 6 p.m. and a banquet in
the large ballroom.
On Saturday, the "M" Club will
meet in the Large Ballroom at 8:30
a.m. All varsity letter winners, cheerleaders and team managers are invited to attend. At 9:30a.m., there will
be a silent auction open to the public
in the small ballroom.
Dr. Vernon Gantt, the 1996 Distinguished Professor, will lecture at

attended the breakfast.
"It think it went really well,"
she said.
Sen. Jeff Green, Murray
State alumnus, was the
keynote speaker.
"He is very active in this
area for victims' rights and
sexual abuse," Bearman said.
In 1996 Green was honored
with several awards for his
advocacy and legislation for
victims' rights.
Lambda Alpha Epsilon, the
criminal justice society, also
helped the Rape Crisis Center
prepare for the event.
The Rape Crisis Center was
founded in 1984 in Paducah.
The campus branch is a satellite office started in June

-PAm JONES, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR
ALUMNI AFFAIRS

10:30 a.m. in Freed Curd Auditorium
in the Martha Layne Collins Center.
His topic is "What Now?! Over My
Dead Body!!" The lecture addresses
change and is open to everyone.
"His remarks will be very beneficial
and innovating,'' Jones said. "It is
open for students who may not have
had him and want the chance to hear
hjm speak."
Also, the 1997 Distinguished Professor and Alumnus winners will be
announced. The Distinguished Professor is selected by four groups of
students and reviewed by a committee. The only requirement is that the

1996. It serves students, children and adults in the surrounding area who have been
victims of rape and incest.
The center supports the
counties of Calloway, Marshall, Livingston, McCracken,
Graves, Fulton, Hickman,
Carlisle and Ballard.
Therapist Susan Rosenburger conducts group and individual therapy for victims and
their families. All sessions are
free.
Last year the Rape Crisis
Center served 290 victims and
their families. Sixty five of the
people were from Calloway
County while the rest came
from surrounding counties.

will be available to pick up in the
small ballroom.

teacher must have taught for at
least eight years at MSU. The winncr receives $500 cash and leads
the faculty and students at graduation. A student from his department also receives a $500 scholar~
ship.

"(There will be} signed
autographs by Garth
Brooks, Tom Cruise,
Larry Bird and Jack
Nicklaus."

Rape Crisis Center observes
Crime Victims' Rights Week
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

The Murray State News

The classes of '88-'92 are invited to
attend a seminar, "Show Me The
Money," sponsored by the career services office at 2 p.m. in the Mississippi Room. This program is to help
graduates in the job market. Information will be provided concerning
resume and interview skills. Graduates who are in hiring positions are
also invited to search for potential
employees.

Distinguished Alumnus winners are nominated by members of
the Alumni Association. Then, a
committee of Alumni Association
Board of Government members
review the nominations and make
selections. These awards are
bestowed on graduates who have
excelled in their field and made professional achievements.
Saturday at noon the Alumni and
Friends luncheon will be held in the
large ballroom. It is open to the public. The luncheon will feature the
1997 Distinguished Alumnus recipients and Distinguished Professor.
Tickets are $12.50.
Following the luncheon at 2 p.m.,
will be the last chance to bid at the
silent auction. At 3 p.m., the items

The weekend will close with the
Alumni Auction '97 in the Curris
Center Ballroom. It includes feature
trip packages, autographed sports
and celebrity memorabilia, athletic
events. dinner certificates, golf packages and additional giveaways.
Tickets to the live auction are $15
and may be purchased at the door or
from the alumni office. Hors d'oeuvres and a buffet style meal will be
served. Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
will offer free popcorn, movies and
babysitting services.

Engvall entertains MSU
Bill Engvall:

BY SARAH WIGHT

1992 Comedian
of the Year

COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

"The Jeff Foxworthy Show,"
"Designing Women," "Delta," and
"The Tonight Show," as well as
hosting A&E's "Evening at the
lmprov."
Among other accomplishments,
he was named the Best Male

achieved national
If laughter is really the
fame with his
best medicine for stress,
"Here's Your
then students suffering
Sign" monologue
from finals anxiety are in
He will perfonn
luck.
at HSU April 25.. Stand-Up Comedian at the 1992
Murray State's Student
American Comedy Awards.
Government Association
In his performances, Engvall
is bringing Bill Engvall,
attempts help people find humor in
one of the nation's most popular comedians, to · the problems and pressures that occur in
Lovett Auditorium April 25 at 8 p.m.
everyday situations.
Engvall is best known for his most recent
"There are enough problems in everyday
success "Here's Your Sign" on Warner Bros.
life," Engvall said. "If you can come to my
Records. However, his rise to fame is not
show for an hour and just enjoy life again,
without other noteworthy performances.
then I've done my job."
Engvall began performing stand-up comedy
General admission for the performance is
in Dallas while he was working as a disc jock- $14.50, or $12.50 with MSU 1.0. Tickets may
ey at a night club. His career took ofT after
be purchased at the SGA office, Sunset Bouleearning a spot on Showtimc's "Star Search."
vard, Dixieland Shopping Center in Murray,
Engvall soon found himself in Los Angeles
Disc Jockey in Paducah, Betsy's Hallmark in
making appearances in television and films.
Benton, Music Barn in Mayfield and the 'UniEngvall's talent bas earned him roles on
versity of Tennessee-Martin Student Center.
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Musicians struggle for rewards
Being without a place to play
or practice, the band is looking
at several avenues for the
future.
..We're hoping to possibly
play at the Crypt, and it looks
like we might get some fraternity parties, but right now it's
just practice as we play," Brian
said.
Marinos had another suggestion.
"What I would like to do is
get all of the bands in Murray
together to jam and have fun,"
he said.
Even though fmding gigs
and a place to practice can be
challenging, some things make
the struggle worthwhile, Brian
said.
"It is just so great to look up
and see someone singing the
words to a song that you
wrote," he said.
"We have received all positive ·reactions so far," Wilson
said. "People stop me all of the
time to ask when we are playing next."

Bv BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAff WRITER

Many people have the misconception that being a musician is the easiest job on earth,
but according to the members
of 64 Eyes, the rock 'n' roll
lifestyle is not all that it is
cracked up to be.
After losing their flrst running gig when Sporty's closed
and being run out of every
place they have tried to practice, frustration is obviously a
lesser-known element in a
musician's life.
"A lot of people think that
being in a band is nothing,"
said band member Gordon
Dees. "It's like a full-time vol·
unteer job. It is a lot harder
than people think it is."
The members of 64 Eyes are
Shawn Grigson, lead singer
and guitar; Barry Wilson,
bass; Larry Wilson, guitar;
Mitchel Marinos, synthesizers;
John Brian, guitar and background vocals and Dees,

Seth Dixon/Staff

Members of 64 Eyes prove music Is more than fun and games.

drums. They all met on the
Murray State campus as the
band grew from two members
to six.
The name of the band originated from a song they wrote
about a friend who had died in
a drunk driving accident on
Highway 64.
"I think that it is one of our
best songs," Grigson said. "It

personalizes the band."
Each member writes his own
music, which can be described
as a mixture of heavy metal,
alternative, industrial and college rock.
"It is basically a power
sludge," Brian said.
"But one thing we definitely
are not is country or bluegrass," Grigson added.

11

Walk raises money
LifeHouse volunteers support ministry
Bv JENNIFER PoTTER
Eonat

AssiSTANT COlUCE LJFE

Braving unseasonably .cool temperatures and rain, 150
walkers and one dog joined with the LifeHouse Care Center
for Women to make its annual Walk-for-Life fund-raiser a
success.
Because of the inclement weather, activities began inside
the Baptist Student Union. Fortunately the rain abated~
enough for participants to complete the two-mile trek.
Katy WallS. public relations director ,for the LifeHouse,
said the walk raised $6,000 which will support the continuation of the LifeHouse ministry.
. LifeHouse is a non-profit Christian ministry which provides crisis pr~ancy support. The ministrY :is non-denomi·
national, bu~ is afftliated with Care Net, a nationwide parenthood organization.
The center offers free pregnancy tests and counseli111 for
pregnant women about their options. The staft' at the center
also offers emotional support for the woman, the boyfriend
and his or her parents.
In addition to a shoulder to cry on, LifeHouse a1ao loaDa
baby supplies and maternity clothes to expectant mothera.
The center has branched out and now sponsors an absti·
nence program for young people and a post·abortiOD II1IPPOI"t
group.
Last year LifeHouse served 451 people. Wells said '80 tar
this year they have served 50 people each month.
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Take a six-pack
. with you ....
Available on campus 753-0819
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Congratulations on earning scholarships!
Heather Anderson
Melanie Corn
Amanda Graveen
Alison Monroe
M a ndy Wolf
Suzanne Reiss
jenny Ricbey
Sara Seely
Tiffany Weingartner

red carpet lease or
red carpet option

Way to go girls!
Love, your sisters in AdD
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SportsBrief<;
' Breds stay home
for bouts with EKU
The Murray State Thoroughbreds will play Eastern Kentucky University at
Reagan Field Saturday and
Sunday at I p.m.

Track runs for OVC
crown this weekend
The Murray State track
and field team heads to
Nashville this weeke nd fo r
the Ohio Valley Conference outdoor track championships.

Women's golf to
Eastern Illinois
Today, Saturday and Sunday the Lady Racers will
part icipate in t he OVC
wo men's golf championships hosted by Eastern
Illinois at Charleston.

Women's tennis
plays Music City
The third-seeded Lady
Racers play sixth-seeded
Eastern Kentucky at I 0:30
a.m. today in Nashville.
The winner of that match
earns t he right to face the
winner of the UT-Martin Eastern Illinois match at 3
p.m. later in the afternoon.

•Baseball: Jeff Norvell's
game-winning RBI propelled the Thorough fJreds
to victory over Eastern Illinois Sunday at R eagan
Field.
BY JASO N k EMP
STAFf' W RITER

The Murray State Thoroughbreds used Jeff Norvell's RBI
single in the bottom of the
ninth inning to edge Eastern
Illinois 6-5 and salvage the
third game of its Ohio Valley
Conference series against the
Panthers Sunday.
Norvell's two-out RBI single
scored pinch-runner Billy Freytag and proved to be the gamewinning run.
Murray State came into the
inning down 5-3, but with two
outs Chad Vrbka walked and
Chrh; A. Williams followed up
with a home run to left field
which tied the score at five.
Norvell then followed with
his game-winning hit which
scored pinch·runner Freytag
after Kirk Moore and Kurt

Umbarger were walked.
Ear lier in the game, Jeremy
Quire hit a three-run homer to
tie the game at three a piece.
Then, after Mark Smith's tworun double in the top of the
eighth inning off 'Breds starter
Todd Hollowell~ Eastern Illinois took the lead. Hollowell
was relieved by Ethan Crum
who pitched a scoreless inning
to get the win.
In the first two games of the
series on Friday and Saturday,
the 'Breds pitching staff was
pounded for 24 runs and 32
hits, as they lost 17·6 and 7-5.
However, Sunday's win
improved Murray State's
r ecord to 20-18 overall and 5-10
in the OVC confer ence. Eastern
illinois fell to 14-20 overall and
5-7 in the OVC.
. The 'Breds remaining series
vs Eastern Kentucky, Tennessee-Martin
and OVCfavorite Middle Tennessee will
prove to be a test fo r Murray
State as those contests wi~l
determine if t hey reach the
conference tournament. The six
best team8 out of the nine
advance.

Barry Johnson/Guest
Robert W eatherly, junior from Murray, reaches in an effort to catch the ball and place a tag on
an Eastern Illinois baserunner. The ' Bre ds scored a late run to overtake the Panthers 6·5.

DeAnna
Carroll,
the Lady Racers'
lone senior, returns
a volley in her final
h om e
match
against the Austin
P eay La dy Gover·
nors. She defeated
Christy Wren 6-1 ,
5-7, 6-1 . Carroll and
the Lady Racers are
playi"- In the OVC
--c hamp i onships
today against East em Ke ntucky.

The Mustang rugby
squad will play in the annual Banshee tournament in
Bowling Green this weekend.

Chris Weatherly/Staff

Soccer club hosts
SIU on Saturday

Most lltduable
jeff Norvell,
DeAnna Carroll
Jeff Norvell and DeAnna
Carroll are the Racers of
the week.
Nor vell knocked in the
game-winning RBI Sunday
to lift t he Tho roughbreds
to victory ove r the Eastern Illinois Panthers.
Car roll, senior from
Springfield, played her fi nal
home match against Austin
Peay's Christy Wren on
Tuesday, winning 6- 1, 5-7,
6- 1. Her consistent play
has helped the Lady Racers achieve a third-seed in
the OVC tournament t his
weekend.

Sports 11·iuitl
Pro Baseball
Q : This wee k was the
50th anniversary of Jackie
Ro binson breaking t he
color barrier of the
National League by join ing
the Brooklyn Dodgers.
Who was the first AfricanAmerican to break t he
color barrier of t he American League?

(sue!PUI pue1
-aAal8 'L~S ~ ) Aqoa A.!Je1 :v

I
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Norvell's RBI stops Panthers

Mustangs head to
Bowling Green

The MSU soccer club
will face Southern Illinois
University Saturday at 3
p.m. at Cutchin Field.

The Murray State News

Carroll, Lady Racers top APSU
•Women's tennis: DeAn·
na Carroll, the women's
tennis team's lone senior,
reflects on her career and
looks forward to the postseason.
BY H ARRY ROW EN BASH
REPORTER

Like many senior athletes
involved in MSU s ports,
DeAnna Carroll, senior from
Springfield, played in her last
home competition last Tuesday. It came against Christy
Wren of Austin Peay and
resulted in a three-set victory
6-1, 5-7, 6-1.
Carroll's tennis experience

has involved h ard work and
perseverance, as well as good
times with friends.
"It's been wonderful," she
said. "The tennis team members are my best friends. They
have helped me with a lot of
experiences."
"If you work hard and count
on your teammates, your year
will be more successful," she
said.
Although Carron has played
her last home match, she will
still play in the OVC championships today in Na:shvH!e.
The Lady Racers are seeded
third out of the eight teams in
the tournament. The team hag
a chance of winning the tournament, considering they have

beaten all but two of the
opposing teams, and the
matches they lost were cloRcly
contested.
"The OVC tournament i:'l
competitive, but we came close
t.o beating the top two teams,"
Carroll said. IJ,Wc have a great
chance of winning."
The Lady Racers will play
Eastern Kentucky University
at 10:30 today. If they win ,
they will piny the winner of
Eastern Illinois and second·
seeded UT-Mnrtin at 3 p.m. A
second-round victory would
result. in a place in the finals
Sunday.
lf the Lady Racers achieve
the same s uccess with the
OVC tournament as they did

last Tuesday against Austin
Peay, the outcome will be positive. MSU defeated the Lady
Governors 7-0.
In singles play, Amy Gemmill beat Kristi Laney in
straight sets 6-2, 6-0. Angela
Brooks defeated Callie Wayn·
ick 6·2, 6-0. Nancy Norstrom
defeated Ellie Woodward 6-2,
6-2. Carroll defeated Cristy
Wren 6·1, 5-7, 6·1. Brooke
Berryman defeated Susan
Aurich and .Martha Zimmer
won her match by default.
In doubles play, the team of
Nicole Petrie and Amy Gemmill beat Wren and Laney by
the score of 7-2. Carroll and
Brooks beat Waynick and
Woodard 7·2.

Track
finishes
high ·at
ASU
STAFF RfltoRT

Last weekend, the Murray
State track and field team competed at the Arkansas State
Track Classic in Jonesbor o,
where the Racers' fi nishes
were highlighted by top-fives
in each women's category.
Dawn Miller, Ter esa Powell,
Polina Morozova and Donna
Parrish each took home topfive finishes. Miller, senior
from Moline, Ill., and Powell,
junior from Providence, both
took home victories in the shot
put and the hammer throw,
respectively.
Morozova, freshman from
Vladivostok , Russia, took home
top-fi ve finishes in the long and
triple jump. Parrish, of Freeburg, Ill., placed secorid in the
javelin throw.
On the men's side, Keith
.Jared, junior from Danville,
m., finishe d a season-best
third place in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase. Brad Mason,
sophomore from Evansville,
Ind., ran for fifth place in the
800-meter run.
Both teams will participate
in the OVC Championsh ips
this weekend in Nashville.

There is more to Woods than fortune, fame
"I am Tiger Woods."
These are the words of wishful thinkers, who, like me,
aspire to golf like the great
Tiger Woods. To get to his level
of golf mastery before my life is
over is a dream, but to play to
Tiger's level at the age of 21 is
impossible.
We can only imagine to be a
golfer of Tiger's caliber. But to
be a person of Tiger's caliber
may also be a challenge.
Many would think a man
with millions and millions of
dollars in endorsements, plus
the hundreds of thousands of
greenbacks he wins if he is victorious in a PGA Tour event,
would be stuck-up and inaccessible to the public; in other
words, a powerful, egotistical
man.
After sinking the birdie on
the 18th green to set the Masters' scoring record, what would
be the fi rst thing he would

Sports
Talk
GREG
STARK

think about? All the glory and
riches that comes with winning
the biggest tournament of his
life?
No. His dad.
After jumping up and down
in celebration, h e gave the person that raised him a hug, and
proceeded to give the tradition·
al interview, in a style that was
mature beyond his years.
If I'm a 21-year·old man who
has won the biggest golf tournament in the world, my family
would be one of the things,
along with Qod, that is highest

on my list. but I would alsn be might jump up and down a litthinking of whut lo do with the tle bit, but they don't perform
money, endorf!cmcnts and fame dances and spike the ball on
that come with winning the the green, unlike football, baseMasters.
ball or basketball players who
I would think about getting a are known for their brashness
:;;ix·pack of ice-cold Budwei~_;ers when celebrating a victory.
Golf is more "Tin Cup" than
(see last week'::; column), one of
the new 'Vettes and investing "Happy Gilmore." The stars of
in a small Canadian province both movies are humble in
(possibly Nova Scotia).
their own ways, but Roy
Instead, Tiger thought of McAvoy, while he gets upset on
what is most important - his occasion, turns out to be a hum- ·
ble guy, who knows where his
family.
l don't know what Tiger did roots are at. Golfers don't get
after coming away with the up in thE! cameras and scream
green jacket, but I'm sure he at it like it's a dog when they
went with his family to a nice hit a good shot- they acknowlstcakhouse - perhaps Rynn's - edge the crowd and s mile a lit·
ancl talked about the weekend, tle bit.
•
People like Tiger Woods, and
and what plans are ahead.
A persoJl like Woods is some· other golfers such as Greg Nor·
body we need more of in this man and Nick Fnldo are what
world. Golfers in general nre makcH the spor t of golf so great.
some ofthe most humble people Whenever they make a misanywhere. When they get a take, they acknowledge that it's
hole-in-one, they are happy nnd their own fault, and they dpn't

blame other outside forees.
When Norman lost a substantial lead to Faldo in the
fmal round of last year's Masters, he told the press that
Faldo played a great tournament, and he <Norman) should
have played better. Faldo, in
turn, told the press to take it
easy on Norman, because it
was known that Norman had
been the scapegoat of the world
press for being a ''choker'' when
the money was on the line.
For get that Tiger turned
down President Clinton for an
engagement at New York's
Shea Stadium to honor th e
"breaking of t he color barrier."
Woods is a man who is far more
mature than h is age. He needs
to spend the week celebrating
his victory with his family and
getting ready for the next golf
tournament - as welt as the
title defense of the Masters,
only 51 short weeks away.
f
I
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New group hopes to boost attendance
women's volleyball team, contacted him about wanting to
start an organization that
would increase student support
of athletics.
"The main goal of this organization . is to increase student
attendance at games and
meets," Earwood said. "AB far
as the rifle and golf teams go,
we need to find other ways to
support them, since you don't
want 500 people screaming
during a tournament."
Earwood said the group will
be based on a group that once
existed at Murray State. The
"Racer Rowdies," as they were
called, had members who
actively supported every sport-

•Athletics: SGA President Todd Earwood and
Jill Kennedy have spearheaded a new organization to increase athletic
support.
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

The effort to boost student
support and attendance at all
athletic events received a significant boost recently with the
formation of a new student
organization.
New SGA president Todd
Earwood said that Jill
Kennedy, a member of the

Mustangs, Eastern
split against Flood

ing event.
just being a member, but plans
The group is still in its infan- to appoint a committee on the
cy, Earwood said. He is plan- subject, as well as a liaison
ning to hold an informational between the SGA and this
meeting on Thursday, at 6 p.m. organization.
Earwood said that he bas
in the Curris Center theater.
All students are encouraged been in contact with all of the
to attend the meeting and give coaches and some of the playtheir ideas and feedback on ers, all of whom gave good
what this organization can do, responses to the idea of · this
organization.
or how to do it.
He also plans to contact
He said coaches and player
representatives will be there to members of the Greek commuoffer their opinions as well. nity and the Residential ColAlso at his meeting, Earwood leges to get their ideas as well.
hopes to be able to form some
Another thing that this group
type of governing body.
hopes to accomplish is an
Earwood said that he will increase in student awareness
not have any official position in of the accessibility to sporting
the organization other than events.

"Students wonder where the have made contact with other
money for the activity fee goes," schools that have similar orgaEarwood said. "They don't real- nizations. He said that Auburn
ize it gets them in to every has one they call "Spirit" that
home regular season event for supports all of the sporting ·
free. That's what we want to let events there.
them know."
Earwood believes that all of
AB far as any fees to join the the sports at MSU should be
organization, Earwood says supported in some way by stuthat is something that will dents.
have to be looked at.
"Every student has an obliga"I would like to see this orga- t ion to suppor't our sports
nization driven only by school teams," he said. "Our teams are
spirit," he said. "We couldn't good in the OVC and beyond.
expect the University to take We are known in the NCAA,
any financial burden that this and not just in basketball. And
group may invoke, so anything we have a new arena being
as far as dues will be looked at built. These arc all good reasons that the students should
later."
Both Kennedy and ~arwood support our teams."

Ruggers play last spring game
She said that the team's
level of play in this their
freshman season, exceeded
The Murray State Lady all of her expectations.
"At the beginning of the
Ruggers played what will
probably be their last game of season I didn't expect that we
would do well at all," Bishop
the year, Saturday.
They took on the visiting said. "But as we learned and
Commodores of Vanderbilt practiced hard, I thought that
University in a hard fought we might win at least one
game.
game.
Now that the season is over,
Unfortunately, Vanderbilt
could not be stopped, as they the team is starting to or gabeat the lady Ruggers by a nize for the upcoming fall
campaign.
score of 24- ~·
They plan to elect officers,
This loss dropped the team
and
are starting to put
to a 1-2 record in its first year
together
a schedule of games
of competition.
·
for
the
fall
as well.
Holly Bishop, one of the
Also,
the
Lady Ruggers are
team's organizers, said she
trying
to
organize
fund raisappreciated all of the hard
ers
so
that
they
can
buy uniwork that the girls put into
forms,
and
equipment.
this team.
BY EDDIE G RANT

SPORTS EDITOR

team as well. These two
teams then proceeded to take
on
each other.
The MSU Mustangs travThe Murray/EKU team
eled to Paducah last weekend
took
the first game with the
to take part in a tournament
help
of Murray's Josh
with teams from Paducah,
Andrews,
Jeremy Baker, and
and Eastern Kentucky.
scoring
in
the victory. Then in
· However, · when
they
the
second
game, Paducah
arrived in Paducah, it turned
came
out
victorious.
out to be nothing like they
This experience will come
expected. AB it turned out
Paducah had three teams in handy as the Mustangs
there, and Eastern Kentucky travel to Bowling Green this
showed up as well. What was weekend for another tournadecided next was rather ment - Western Kentucky
University's Banshee event.
interesting.
The Mustangs play two
Paducah combined memgames
on Saturday and possibers from all three of its
bly
two
Sunday, depending
teams, and then combined
on
if
they
make finals or not.
Eastern and Murray into a

STAFF REPORT

~~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~

DJnny Vowell /Visut~l Editor

Murray's Anna Parker (far left) and Holly Bishop (far right) try to
stop a Vanderbilt player In the ir last game of t he season Saturday. Vanderbilt won the game 2..-7 o n the Intramural fields.

-great Job -on being selected as
Student Ambassadors I

~997

SHIELD
BA
OOitS
ARB BBRB!'t !

Amanda -9' rave en
Jenn~ Rtc6e~

Sara Seel~
Tiffan~ Weingartner
Mand~ Wolf

Pick them up in 121 Wilson Hall.
9 a.m. to noon
and
1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Today through the end of April.
Must have MSU Student ID

Love, Your Sisters in A~II

M Ct~'fl:1l"J1'
~I
~,,~t\~
u...~h\~~fr\~••• J!t~,,~

SGA, .Judicial Board, & UC''/l
/)osition,\· A l'ltilable

g-PosmoNs
* Election Ways & Means
*University Affairs
*Student Services Evaluation

Murray State University Commencement
Date: Saturday, May 10
Location: Racer Arena
Ceremony Time: 10 a.m.
Student Line Up: 9 a.m., Cutchin Field
Reception: Immediately following ceremony Cutchin Field

JUDICIAL BOARD POSITION
* Chairperson

1!J3J POSITIONS
Cflft(Rfifil'

* Coffee House
*Miss MSU
*Lectures
*Concerts
*Commuter

*Non-Traditional
* Special Events
* Multi-Cultural Awareness
*Production-Sound Lights
* Three Publicity Positions

Rain Plan:
Student Line Up: 9 a.m. Carr Health Building
Receptlo~: Immediately following ceremony
Curns Center Ballroom (Third floor)
.
.
Meeting Wlth candidates for degrees to review ceremony procedures
Wednesday, May 7, at 12:30 p.m., in Lovett Auditorium

All applications are due by April 21
at 4:30 p.m. in the SGA office.
Interviews for UCB are April 22.
Interviews for SGA & Judicial Board are April 23.
For more mfonnation , call 762-695 1.

-

;:

- - - 3=7?T - -

Sports

1:4
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Duffers fail 1n Marshall tourney Lady Racers
finish sixth in
OVC tune-up
•Men's golf: The Murray
State men's golf team
struggles again with a finish in the cellar at Marshall University.

Seth Dixon/Staff

A Murray State golfer goes for the pin in practice for the More head State Invitational and the O VC championships.

•

Individually, the Racers' Ken
Conkle led the pack with a
total of 234. which tied him
'vith Steve Shrawder of Marshall University and Matt Gerlach of the University of Wisconsin for 64th place.
MSU senior captain Jason
Bv jASON KEMP
Lancaster finished tied for •Women 's golf: In the last
STAFF WRtnR
78th place with Matt Gindler tournament before the
The Murray State men's golf of the University of Illinois and OVC championships in
team followed up their last- Jimmy Mckenzie of Marshall
Nashville, the Lady Racers
place finish two weekends ago University. All three posted a
finish mid-pack at Purdue.
at the UK/ Johnny Owens Invi- total of 238.
Also contributing were Brian
tational with another lastplace finish this past weekend Duckwall and Jason Jarvi who
B Y G REG STARK
at the Marshall Invitational in both finished with totals of 242 ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
on the day. Jessie Rooker
Huntington, W.V.
In preparation for the OVC
The Racers posted a three- rounded out MSU's score by
championships at Charleston,
round total of 950 and finished carding a 244.
Finishing up the top five . Ill., the Murray State women's
98 over par against another
tough field of teams which teams in the tournament were golf team played in tournament competition at a Purdue
included the likes of North· Miami of Ohio which finished
western University, Ohio State 33 over par for a total of 885 University-hosted event in
University, and Indiana Uni- and the University of Michigan West Lafayette, Ind.
The Lady Racers finished
versity which,finished the tour- which finished 35 over par for a
nament one, two, and three, total of 887 for the tournament. sixth out of 10 teams in the
Next up for the Racers is the tournament won by the host
respectively.
Coach Raymond Hewitt said Morehead State Collegiate Lady Boilermakers. MSU was
the level of competition kept Invitational this weekend and led by freshman Jenny Daag,
the Racers from excelling.
the OVC championship Mon- who shot 80-83- 163.
Head coach Velvet Milkman
"There were just a lot of day, Tuesday and Wednesday.
strong teams that we didn't Said Coach Hewitt, "We've got was happy with their perforhave the firepower to compete a pretty busy week and sched- mance.
"I'm fairly pleased with the
with," he said. "Once again, we ule coming up and ·I hope that
finished at the bottom of the we can do well to round up the way they played," she said.
Murray's next focus is on the
season."
pack."

Washers still

UFT A FINGER.

BEFORE YOU
LEND A HAND

•

75¢

OVC championships, hosted by
Eastern Illinois University.
Milkman is confident that the
Lady Racers can win the threeday, 54-hole event which starts
today.
"I feel we've had a good
spring," she said. "We won
Eastern's (Kentucky) tournament two weeks ago, so I feel
good about the OVC."
Milkman believes consistency is a key.
"We're trying to keep our
consistency in the matches,"
she said. "If we keep our consistency, we should have a
good shot."
Since the Lady Racers have
beaten EKU, EIU and Tennessee Tech each time they
have met in competition, Milkman has reason to believe that
they have a chance to obtain a
high finish.
"Every time we've seen Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Illinois
or Tennessee Tech this year,
we have won," she said.

[[Jt!Jm

.

In an emergency, help isn't on the way
unless someone calls. So before

you pinch their nose, breathe In their
mouth or even check their pulse, call
9-1-1 or your local emergency number.

....rm

Laundry Service & Alterations

To leam more about llte4avlng teohnlques,
caft
Red Cross.

vour

+

~tdei/.P.i!lfS!lfif!~
Secreterr!l's DCI!I
WednesdeafJ, '14pril 23

Mondar •Thursdar - ~:~~ a.m. to ~:~~ p.m.

Show your secretary what her
dedicat ion means to you.

Friday-~:~~ a.m..to ~:~~p.m.

* fJift rJooks * rJalloon rJouquets *
* greeting eards * fJift eertificates *
* and }Vlore! *

~aturday -1~:00 a.m. to ~:00 p.m.

FREE On Campus Balloon Bouquet Delivery 762-4388

1301 Chestnut Street
(502) 753-7117 • (502) 753-7990

eharge

IJy

Phone!

We (jladlf::111ccept:
Visa, Mastercarc/1
limerican Express
Discover

Funny ManRobert Valentine
Master Storytellers
Jay Overton, Matt Harris

THE FUNNIEST $5
YOU HAVE EVER
SPENT.
All proceeds to benefit
MSU ADS CJub.

Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sunday
1 - 4 p.m.

university aooksc:ore

'Final 'friday

I 01 Cj)a1matioas

INCORPORATED
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT
AND EMBROIDERY

6:30 p.m. ceartoon 'Version
8:20 p.m. ~ovie
~pril 25 in the (8arkley 'Rgom
Sponsored by:
~

Superior Service,
Quality, Price,
and Product!
~caee~~~·
~~.
Across From Sparks Hall
1 04 N 1 5th Street

I

,

Score Card
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Baseball

Block and tackle

Murray State 6, Eastern Illinois 5

Hollowell
Crum
Totals
WP- Crum (3-3) LP- Larson (0-2)
Time- 2:50

Sunday at Reagan Field

Eaatem llllnol•

Two members of the Racer football team give It all
they've got as spring practice continues this week at
Roy Stewart Stadium ..

5 11 1
6 6 1

AB R
5 1
4 0
1 0
3 2
4 1
0 0
4 0
3 0
4 1
4 0
4 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

lyons
Zink
Ziegler
Tomse
Benhoff
Stamper
Smith
Lofgren
Bridgewater
Stone
Mikes
Prina
Sommerfield
Larson
Redd
Total•

Chris Weatherly/Staff

R HE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3

Ea•tem llllnola
Murray State

H RBI
2 0
1 0
0 0
1 0
2 1
0 0
2 3
0 0
2 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Greek Volleyball
Sorority Standings

Fraternity Standings

Sigma Sigma Sigma 6-1
Alpha Sigma Alpha 5-1
Alpha Gamma Delta 5-2
AGR Rhomates
3-3-1
Alpha Delta Pi
3-4
Alpha Sigma Alpha-B 2-5
Alpha Omicron Pi
2-5-1
AlphaGammaDelta B 0-4-1

Regulators
7-0
PI Kappa Alpha
6-1
Sigma Phi Epsilon 5-1
Lambda Chi Alpha 5-2
Alpha Tau Omega 4-3
Sigma Pi
3-4
The Zetas
2-3-3
Sigma Chi
1-5-2
Alpha Sigma Phi
1-6
Alpha Gamma Rho 0-5-2

'

P<.·t·sonals

I would hkc to nllc:r .1 1'\.'lr.lroon h> the
April II Cla,.-.lleds, untl :1ny rebtal Cl3S6illed l<.o;uc. jov :lnd I have nc:vrr heen
:mytl1111~ hut l!ond faic.'mb Anr OO!cr lntc:r·
preu1K111 o( our n:btiofl,hop would he:
wron!(. In <Xlntr."t I am Vel)' mu~h in luve
woth, C'.A W. l'nr anv mbunut!fStandlnf(.'
thai we luvc b:W, I am 'iOITY Can we

.mile: O)!:lin? • ~miley llay/IIICO
Ads Oub Th.lnk:. for the tnp 1 had a we:u

time, It wa.i an awe..ome Pl'\.'"''"'~tion
'l'b:1tftlb f, •• the. mcmonc:s.F...,.._ pl~"' lldU.
yt:at in v41.mhu:i
...

Bhnky, nwnk' fi>r d~et:ring 111c up. I w•ll
"'-~~<t:atly on;,, ynu wlu~n yuu lc.-o~vc, You an:
wonclo!<fi I Mommy
Tn the SCHr\1!10 1 'lllfiW,!Ull! to loiUpcyour

hun
Conj(tub I<> 1\llo,...n

li, 1\ru;, Chrhty 0.,

7;,30 p.m U.-.t pc:rfonnanc:e on MuJT.Iy. All
Jlft><ceW 111 lrnd'11 A<Li Oub. 7~ minute, .
I a<t show on Wr:~thef MWICUm Tkkeu
CMI '>3le :11 tht' Oaor.
CJol'l, , I ,.,,,h tht:,.., Wt.'f't' word• to do )u.....
u~-., to how I (<...:! .dxltlt you. . In 11hnrt I
love: you more e1'"')·<hy, or that'• flO!IIIIhle.
IA»e jJ."'n

lky Outknun Keep your biles to yuur -elf
P;~tty

:1nc.l Lnw - Lookout
!>low. Playboy.
<;wect

,~~c:·~

golnJC to

01whoy Roy, ,"'inks, and Jtmn Smith •
Tonronow murrung 10 a.m. T:lylO,.. Be

Spol

Tiunk.' Ang1.: anc.l R}~tn for yuur hard
work nn All Campti' Sing. We wct'l· •1101

Hot HOI " LI>''C', Si>lo.:nl ln Af ~

Conj{r.ttubtions ~hannon Walker on
being in.toat~'<l into Phi Ew :'li~,..,~ Lnve,
In AGO.
your
Hey Socrates Glad "'" nude you what
you ~. Nn., ~et yoor f.:lce out 01 the toi·

Ni''""'

Yo~

Ru Ruyt

t~Sutt!ln

Afl'o, We had 3J1 :lW""'lt11e ume 21 P:lul
tlun)":ln O:ly•' Love, Mn
[) L. V Ynu want to be wlth your ex all'll~
[)c.....,_ ~'OUr wrlfriend know about your
clunge o( hC:Irt and how yoo n::llly fa:l?
V.N.C.

ld h<m I )'Citl drunl.ard. Your Rro

****Non.Tnrdldona.l Smilell****
Conw: jotn tht· FREE fun! Wed Apnl l3
11.30 a.m.· 130 p.m. :u the Camptllo Cd-

JWI.':b(>Olt."

Ken- Thank.• for the fliUjlr.lln.• TI1cy were
Mkhdc.

J<·rc:my and The: Band - Th.cnkll for t:vc:ty·

Al:<l> Z.:tl <l:i.~• • VJOW'~I.' on Pmnxle
Wtt"k! Yt>U RUY:. are 111<.Tt'dohk We're
excned for you ahout ton•Rht, and we;:
know yo<1 will be; JWc:snrm.• StRo-•! Zc:us
rock· We kl•e you !(\1}"' "'" 111\k:h' • your
fllrl.1. A , K. ;tnd E..
);!!iOO Haw: rhn;e h.llt<"nc~ run nut yet.
Dton'l hr••ak that ch.ur Patty

th!nl! We c:nultln't have! dtme It wothnut
yoo 8UY' • . Siot<:f'l ol AfA
ll) , • Had 2 Jlre:ll 11111<.' Tuc:sdny ntMJ:tl,
<-vcn u· we didn't Jl<:l 10 e:u Hardee's
tln:ak(J.o;t. I lud oo odea V<>U went U) our
Formal 1:1.'11 JK:me~erl Oh. hy the w:1y,
what were y011 clotns be,i<Je my CIT wMe
we were at the Po.a Offoce :myw:ay?
At~ Great ~Jb In All C'.:~mpus S1ng - I

!oldy K. -KL"'-'It'd any hn;.:, l:uely>.. R<l.'\CO

tx· 'Th.1nk.• for

a gre:~t
hl.ost! • AOn
R<'nlruc: • TI1.onk.-. for lhe II) H<>lhl'<'~

ATO. AIA , :md

double mtxerl We;: h:~<l

.i

C:o Tau I6U Tau>~
"M . TIN'Jtn /i.. Fn\.>n<L,•

ThuN:Iay, Apnl 24,

Hodfle

S'I!EP' · Re~ P..my th.,. Mekend P:lr·

a r~

0.11. I luv

lc:c Shop!

10 ukc: this

proud rl you'~
Sltambul!h, I'm 110 happy for you! I'm
f'I'OUd 10 be your kid! Love In Af 4,

~ AOO :md J~ornr • All ~
~tng IM:r'.lll Winnt:r.'>l Mk:hde

"'"8

Hey Shnoty Why don't you stand uri Con·
fV:it' 00 takinM fiN lhis p:>.st Wt'Ckt'nd

.

w~n1

Alpha G~tn11 an: lookinl! fOIW:Ird ro the
Golf Toumamc:nl tornonow. We hope 10
11C!C you then:. • Silttenl of Af A.
Chtil< Dc:H:m • AAf1 Hou.occ:rnr Ia 110

rudy ro

Carhennc, and 01;uc: on lx'U>g ~il<JO(.'fl :t.•
:;rudo:nl Amha•......aJbr81 • vour ~isto:r.; in

AOil

I

IIOI'no:.

Hulln_Britll(ruc:.., and . Baizell· Had fun
RQfnjltO P:lriS & Usfening IU Wmen G . Ry
the w;zy Bridgc:t~e - When's your nc:x1 tlnappolnlnK"nt' !iuru.YI
Vane-N, Happy lhr! I hope you h~vc: :1
Gn:ott one! Lcwc Alwa)'ll, Your Big.julz

!10001 We're

pany! love. 1k Friend• of the

HeW\.
AJ'P Gains had 1 bi:I!Jl " P:lul Buny.ut
OIJ)'ll. • . ~ilttenl o( Af A.

"•Ill%

RMI)H Crew: Lnok at the
oo thilt
pi¢ NC'Xt time:, I dnve bcc:IUI!e we mblied

n•.

N3ndy

Cc111'111'1:1.ndo - Th:lnh for tlkinl! ~ ol
111 In "the dty o( oin". We ~Jily klve yuu
!(U)'ll. • . The PIY:III
.U:.. zeus. Th:lnk.~ for <lolng communuy
!IC:1VIce woth u.'l! We h:ld 11 jlre:ll umc:. • .
AOn Fall '96
~I • how IOOA dkl we •pc:nd 8r hClw
much did we eotw Knnth'H anyvr.~y~ Lt'l'•
dtl 111g:1m- Montby niAhl- 2(M oft! Your

Mom
ll()(

!IUppoored 10 :!pit your

the uble.

All Campo.• Slnjl P:lni<:ipant.• - Th:lnk> tur
:1 wear AQ; I enjoy.:d ll. Good luck next
~r.Micht'lc:.
Co~r-.ttul:nlom Kri.'<lln, Shc.'rty, Jennifer,
S:lr:lh, Kelly ~nd JIU <ln nukinl! SIUdt:nl
~. We're proud nf you! • . Si.'<ten~ln Af A.

L:t)e> How much lonJI<'r "" you think It

tky Am·, . AAfl's are tc:ehns

Suuon
AAf1'8 'IWnl 10 th:znk the: Stj!Epl for a
JVe(lt mlxerl
Th.lnka to Usa and her comnuttee on ~
~ n:tre:ul For lho8o: who c:oultlnl
rome, w.: wl&h you c:oukl ~.a~-e '-11

Sha.rp Sbool.c:r AI lea.st }'OU hlt the larjld
thn:e t.ime>. Th:znlc; for the: comedy. I
WJ~

there IJ.st ~r. Hey Clll you put th•'

1Giant

:
I
I
I
I
I

f•
JOnn con le
•

LEnjoy

•
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STEI'I. IUJIIJ>I:'c .s SALE. • .Wx40x 10,
$~.;\H,

HO~f'.O'll>'NERS

:\l~hl

lou):e 19'1<31' u.U. l'.unlly·w.·d [X!Ob wcth
ft.'nt.~ & OltC'r only S!IHRl I~
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tfl:>t~II3Uon
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3dctiuon.tl
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CAR RI1 FfS • 1\t~tuckian:l \how 'N Go
lll:lg;tlinc bririp VI"' cnr;,.., rnlc:mbr..,
duh nel\.. , and ""llt'c1<J< prnfilo. lor only
Sll,<)'l f'c>l 1.~ '"'"'"' \end h'llllllancc In
P.O. lim ~t9, ~hdhy"IUe, KY .CI.l(l(i~ l'or
mPre infomution <au 1\n:nd.t (.02-633-

OK.

LOANS! • '110m"'' up 10

0
1
0
0

30 6 9 5

•·am '-"·'h' IIH

H00·7;\~·~.!AA.

CO\IHINAnO:III!ODYMAN PAI!I.T A"'l>
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f!OPY WORK - Eliz.lbethtnwn. Hanlon
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$2YXI part·
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.\2J.'i/'.1·ii, Ofd.'Jimcr 1"11 Uomcs
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S\l:'El)l'oll SlliDEl'.T • And othc:1 S<.:ondtn.l\wn. fut<>lll"Jn. ~llh AITh.'nc:ln,,\,Ltn.
kll'<..t.m "~'
"tudenr.< .irnvlnl\
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Does ybu 5Wilmel' 'III'Ork !lUCk? II t«>, Gill
u.•. Soothw~>«m Comp-.tn)'. \l.1ke 56,600
tlu• sumnwr. ph." fl\""'illle et~k'll" tredit
av:til:thlc C.ll 141!l(}.Aijll·;l721.

SWIMMING POOl. IJI\"ffiiHIITOR •
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1
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0
0
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2
0
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0
2
0
0
0
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sdL :\l')\)(i 76:!- iUSS

1'\.'(jUI!'l'cl -
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0
2
1
1
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ht111, linK>USin.:, <llhort<, hean j.11·uu1s,
<'Otnplct... •ur.mjlcmenlll, Chno;~l.1n :ocr·

.'<.'!1 enttw lnvent"'Y ol new ldt<>vcr 199<\

FOR HO~F.OWNER.' • Cn:dit prnh·
lems wi<lc:Nood. No apphc:11100 """'·
IIO()..ol62-Q515. K<·nruo;ky, Dtrn1 lender,
not a bn>ker. Odl! ~on.o;ohu.UK>n.,, h<nne

2
2
0
0

well :Is t.llr<'<t s:ilc• Eaminll
r<~c:nu.ol .~ $lWJQ'I• pc:r )C:tr, '117,500
ln\estmcnt t:equtrec.l 1-::tll toll fr.-e t«lU'

TI\NNING REI) FACTORY Otm.ET •
1\t:W & usal Wc~ll . :itmnl:t,lc•r, Pun:t.cn
Sunht·u:l. All .11 fat"tory pnt'<'; 1n puhht·
S.B f><.T mnnth. Cltl todly ~•t color QUf
k>g: !iQ>-679-967>1

CA~H
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4
3
4
4
4
3
4
3
0
0
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$:)(~2261!.
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36 5 12 5

l>ll COMI'ANY • St.oek~ hi!(hly lnc~l\'lltc..-tl
1nJi\i<lLUI.'I to ~lin c101 Tc::tm l'>i.o;:rthulinJI
top <JWiny hrgh (ll'ffonn.tn< e pmdul't' 10
n1:11lcrs ~ud1 '" \\'ai· Man, 1"1\PA, Quk'k·

WOlfl' ifAIIiNINli BEll~ - T~n ~~ homt:
lluy dil'\.'l11lnd s.&vc' IAJ111J11t.'c=l nt hom(:
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Ronwdler pupp~ lot salt'. < ~til <'iMI
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Examrle: 2lx30 v;olu~: Sl,77~ 00. Now
$1,77S.UO 32x+O value S5, 1MOO Nr>W:
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NEW ON VIDEOLimit 2 per visit I Offer Expires

"Liar, Liar"
<PG-13)

__

.............,.,...
"Murder at 1600"

: 2 for $2

cs

ZT5zt7

c:cc <

Dear God:

Greg Kinnear Laurie Metcalf

rt

"McHale's Navy"

SET
IT OFF
Jada Pinkett Queen Latifa

lPG)

Call 753-8084 to reserve a copyiU
wrhe Saint"

<PG·l3>
Ma1inus Saturdlly & Sunday Only!
Tu~sdays & H~dnesday<
Stud~ntJ pay

Limit 2 per visit I
Offer Expires 512197

M! 5

AVAILABLE TUESDAY- APRIL 22

(R)

: SaUsage Biscuits
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Beef

A Roast Beef Sandwich Of
Colossal PrQportions!
I
For a limited time only.
Arb 's 507 N. 12th St .

For

Senner Whc:ft: dld ull my Peppenniru P~t·
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Hey Jogmnel•ter, How yJ feelin? T.C.

drink

0
0
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heln~ such a ~t friend! Mandy
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1

0
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Murray State
Doyle
Delk
Quire
Norvell
Weatherly
Kelley
Vrbka
Bums
C.L. Williams
Moore
Crum
Freytag
Umbarger
Totals
U. of Evansville
McMillin
Pembroke
Brownlee
Hodges
Broshears
Connors
M1ggenburg
Jenkins
Molinka
Edgar
Luttig
Totals
.WP - Edgar (3-4) LP - Crum (3-4) Time 2:22

.. >lkbtc hill<! Home impz11vc ment>'! No1
npfllk::lllon f.:e! AJJPiy by phone S:unbo)

Dm..·, Have I t'ver lOki you h<>\\' lun<J.
..omc: you ;.tl'\.'? Wc;:ll, )'lU're rn~uy hand·
snme! I low ycx1! ~k':lthcr )(OXO
Al:A wo!l Win l\('>t'ln~ Flin~ Your At<!>
coad'ICI c:1n'1 w:.lt 10 party with you lx':ltr
dful gitl.o. • Atell
J:tlme Hud:!on· Yuu nx·k~ A m•llk•n hufo(:<.
and k~~ for lc::ldl"l( u.< In V1<.tory in All
Campu• Sin¢ ·~·., R<• lllJI<:II1<.1'" for :wid

Martini and Tumer CM&M>- You !IUY" <lkl

:an fnc:n:diblc: job with All Campu.4 Slngl
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TO!)! <Om-:a0> • . your >Nc:f'i in AOil

know you workt'd hard! Mic:hc:le

llow blue L• cry:.tal hluel
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W....Jnoday :11 5 p m onJ~ne Halls olflcc.
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1

0
1
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 0
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Murray State
U. of Evansville

Classified.s

enl'M \V~kend IN c.'Oflli~

Hc:y 8obbl V Tilllnk• fur ~II the help I
know "00 d•dn 't need to know th:IL
llunk' ·for thw.: ...OO!!S Had fun in Akron.

Emily f .. Uz F., Midtellc ,\1 , Alyson ,.

IKJtnewhere fot me.

1
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
1
0

29 6 6

Wednesday at Evansville Ind.

36 5 11 5
2
0
2
3
3
0
4
4
2
3
3
0
2
0
1
0

0
0

University of Evansville 6, Murray State 5

Murray State
Doyle
Hamm
Norvell
Oelk
Bums
Alexander
Quire
Kelley
Vrbka
C.A. Williams
Moore
Freytag
C.l. Williams
Weatherly
Graeter
Umbarger

0 0 0
0 0 0

oc=:x

Dill}' SJ with MSU J.D.

Monday thru Thursday
All Tapes & Games

2/or$1.00

New-s
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PONY EXPRESS
Continued fro m Page 1

"That's (Pony Express) one of the only
sources of food over here.• she said. "The
two largest dorms are over here, and both
are fully occupied. Three hundred students
in White use Pony, not to mention the people who live in Regents.•
She said that commuters often shop in
Pony Express because it is near a commuter parking lot.
~ She added, although she does not have a
meal plan, she often visits the store to purchase drinks and sandwiches.
However, for freshman and sophomore
students, who are required to have a meal

EDUCATION
Continued from Page l

However, Hogancamp feels
the UK link is important.
"When you take away the
affiliation with UK, you are
confining many to the level of a
technical degree," she said.
Curd feels this is an inaccurate sentiment.
"The community colleges feel
like they're a little bit above
the technical schools," Curd
said. "But, the technical
schools are just as important as
the community colleges."
Like
Hogancamp,
Sen.
Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexington, is not showering the governor with support. He says Patton's recent concessions are "no
compromise."

plan, the closing could cause a number of
problems.
' Slusser said freshman and sophomores
cannot always eat in the Thoroughbred
Room, and without Pony Express and Long
John Silver's, they will have to walk across
campus for food.
"I don't approve of the closing," she said.
"Some students don't have cars and can't
go out to eat. We also have many foreign
students without cars. They shouldn't be
neglected. I don't know what they think
students are going to do."
Benriter said the students in Regents
and White Colleges will not be neglected.
Beginning on Monday from 4 to 7 p.m. the
Sugar Cube will be offering a hot food spe-

The· Murray State News
April I 8, 1997

cial, drinks and snacks for students with
board plan.
In addition, by next semester Food Services hopes to bring in a Subway franchise
to co-exist with Freshen's in the Curris
Center.
"I'm pretty confident this (Subway) wi11
happen in the Fall of 1997," Benriter said.
"'f we can't fill Long John Silver's spot, we
will do something ourselves like the Stables."
All of the changes are designed to make
food services run more efficiently and to
give it a new look by fall.
"I understand the students don't like it,
but it's a business," Benriter said. "And we
have to run efficiently."

"' think the goal of integration of services is good," Scor"The community
sone said. "I don't think it's
colleges feel
necessary to split community
like they're a
colleges from the University of
Kentucky to accomplish that."
little bit above
Sid Easley, chair of Murray
the technical
State Univer sity's Boar d of
Regents, supports Patton's call
schools. "
for making adjustments to the
-REP. FREED CURD
proposal.
"I think it ahows reasonableness on the Governor's part to more funding, and it will be a
consider the students in the much better institution under
community college system who the new legislation than under
think they're going to be associ- the old," he said.
ated with the University of
At this point it appears each
Kentucky," he said.
house of the legislature has
"But frankly, I don't think tnixed views about Patton's
community colleges will change higher education reform prosubstantially because of legis- posal.
lation.
"There are some major ques"The community college sys- . lions to be answered and some
tem will be getting $11 million reservations to doing the split

FORUM
Continued from Page 1

who were in favor of a wet
county were even higher.
The argument later resurfaced when students debated
whether increased revenue
was worth the possible consequences of allowing legalized
alcohol sales.
"Murray already has a problem with alcohol," said a member of the audience.
'"Murray does have an obligation to its citizens to give them
certain services, and I see Russellville's $90,000 as more
police, better roads, better services.
"Alcohol is already here; the
city should capitalize on it. The
real thing boils down to taking
the money and using it for better services."
Opposition was also raised
on Early's point that the quality of the community would be
raised by an increase in restaurants and entertainment if the
county went wet.
Members of the audience
argued that the presence of
alcohol sales would actually
detract from the appearance
and atmosphere of the community.
"Murray is a nice community," said Becky Doutt, senior
from Lexington. "I think one of
the reasons for that is there is
not a bar on every corner. 1
don't think anyone in the community wants to see that, but

from the University of Kentucky," Scorsone said about the
mood of the Senate.
Curd said the feelings within
the House of Representatives
are very mixed as well.
Hogancamp is clearly in the
opposition.
"Gov. Patton has had in his
mind what be has wanted to do
from the very beginning,"
Hogancamp said.
"}.feel legislation should be in
support or response to real conotituent needs, not needs theat
have been created in the minds
of professional politicians."
On the other · side of such
strong opposition are firm
advocates as well.
"1 feel like the house will pass
it by a small margin" Curd
said.

it's the old thing of giving them
an inch and they take a mile."
Another point of heated
debate during the forum centered around Early's claim that
dry counties made driving conditions
more
dangerous
because people drive home·
intoxicated after going to other
areas to drink.
Members of the audience
claimed that greater availabili·
ty would lead to far rnore
instances of driving while
intoxicated.
James Schempp, professor of
speech communication and
theatre, offered support for
Early's argument.
"I think it's inconceivable to
force people to drive over that
treacherous road to get a beer,"
he said. "I think it's one of the
most horrendous things I've
seen in my 27 years of teaching."
John Crofton, professor of
physics and astronomy, also
supported Early.
"There are 20,000 s tudents
at the University of Auburn,
and I regularly compare the
number of DUis reported in
their paper to those reported in
ours. They have half'the number of DUis as Murray when
we only have one third of the
students," he said.
"What you are trying to do is
impose your morality on me.
I've never lived in a place like
this where people arc so controlling of others actions and
ideas."
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Teacher/Parent/Student
Educational Supply Center

SMART

.

~

TEACHING/TUTORING SUPPLIES/GIFTS

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of
Racer Inn in Murray
PURYEAR, TN 901-247-5798

"'9ood Jobl

1080 St. Rt. 94E

753-9261 or 759-5235

~~~

1316 APPLt

ATQ frog flop

IJ

• major & minor engine repairs
~
• brake work • electric work
.,
• a I c recharging and change over
from R12 to 134 A system
• used car lot includes foreign and domestic cars
• 10% discount w I MSU TD for an oil change
Larry Stalls, Owner
~

with valid MSU I.D.

Herbs

And othl'r imtructimwl Materials

Mary Janice Cooper · Owner

<
,c;

Over 20 years teaching experience
Present MSU 10 and receive a 5% discount on all purchases

Serving Mexican Food and Deli Sandwiches
from 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Bar ope n until Midn ight
No one under 21 after 9:30 p.m.

753-5968

119 S . 4th St.

MSU
Sororftfes

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN. .

The Essential
Day SPa

If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it off.

PEACE CORPS
N

EE.DS YOUR SKILLS

We are recruiting stu dents
w ho w ill graduate in 1997
and 1998 for volu nteer
positions in Edu cation, Env iro n men t,
Agriculture, Bu siness, Healt h, Youth
Developme nt, and other areas.

NOW A FULL-SERVICE SALON

If you qualify, we1l reduce your debt- up
to $65,000. Payment is either Y3of the

debt or S1.500 for each year of service.
whichever is greater.
You'll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

*

Specializing in corrective cutt ing.
We do it right t he first tim'e l

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL
Visit Peace Corps' WEB site:
http-.// www.peacecorps.goy
Online application available at:

Haircare
* Nallcare·
* Massage therapy
*Facials
Aveda Products Available
*

Call today to d iscuss your
q ua li ficatio ns.

1-800-424-8580

301 N. 12th St.

901-644-9021

161·0160

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAM BE!
www.goarmy.com

,

I.

1rl

Stalls Auto Repair
& Auto Sales
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